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ABSTRACT

INVESTIGATION OF FLOW WITHIN THE CAPILLARY
FRINGE USING A SYNTHETIC AQUIFER

An investigation of the ability of the tension saturated region of the vadose zone, known

as the capillary fringe, to facilitate contaminant transport in the horizontal direction was

investigated with a synthetic intermediate scale model aquifer. The synthetic aquifer

model was designed for investigations of 2-D flow within the vadose zone by combining

visual and instrument data in an automated data collection environment. The scope of the

experiment included the establishment of steady state conditions, introduction of a

conservative salt tracer and dye solution, and the flushing of the plume from a point

source. A water table gradient was setup across the length of the model aquifer to

establish horizontal flow below the water table and in the capillary fringe region. Results

indicated that significant horizontal contaminant transport can occur within a capillary

fringe region of the vadose zone.
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Chapter 1 Background

1.1 Introduction

The vadose zone comprises the portion of the aquifer between the land surface

and the water table. In shallow water aquifers, the thickness of this region may only be a

meter or less. In arid regions, such as the Southwest United States, the depth to the water

table may be in excess of 100 meters. Understanding how water and contaminants move

in the vadose zone is critical to ensuring accurate and precise contaminant site

characterization. In the past decade, industry and academic research programs have

focused on how contaminants move below the water table. Agricultural research of the

vadose zone has typically been inclusive of only the first few meters of depth from the

land surface. Few studies have looked at flow and contaminant transport within the

tension saturated region of the vadose zone, the capillary fringe (Gillham 1984, 1996,

Ronen et. al. 1997, 2000, Ryan et. al 2000, Kao et. al 2001). The descriptions of flow

within these studies conflict with each other in their model paradiagm. Ronen's and

Ryan's studies indicate that the presence of entrapped gases within the capillary fringe

will significiantly inhibit the horizontal flow of wetting fluids through the capillary

fringe. Kao's study does not take into account entrapped gas effects, if they exist, and

modeled the infiltration pathways and horizontal flow within a transition zone between

the unsaturated zone and the water table. Gillham's research in 1984 first identified the

presence of the capillary fringe while studying the effects of it on modeling runoff and

recharge mechanisms that feed into stream systems.
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This experiment investigated the role that the capillary fringe plays in transporting

water and contaminants horizontally from a surface point source, regardless of the

presence of entrapped gas. Similar situations can occur at any industrial site, where

contaminants are spilled at the surface and infiltrate into the aquifer system through the

vadose zone. This experiment also collected data on the effects of flushing the vadose

zone plume from the same point source. This effect could be visualized as an industrial

site where a contaminant release occurred for a period of time and then ceased, with the

water influx continuing to occur from the source zone.

Typical site characterization processes include drilling and installing sampling

wells combined with soil sampling to identify a zone of contamination. Extensive data

collection to identify the precise and accurate location of contamination cannot often be

carried out without incurring significant cost to the investigator. Therefore, most often

the delineation of a contaminated region and the determination of contaminant history is

carried out using a minimal amount of field data for interpretation. What this experiment

intends to show is that within the vadose zone, the interpretation of contaminant history

and plume location is very complex. In the tension saturated region, well sampling is

non-effective in identifying regions of contamination since water and contaminant will

not flow freely into the open well space. Gas sampling of the airspace in the vadose zone

will give an indicator of volatile contaminants, but does not necessarily delineate location

of liquid or solid phase within the capillary fringe. This experiment demonstrates another

complication in characterizing a vadose zone spill. Even if positional data for site
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contamination of a homogenous porous medium suggests that there are multiple,

separate, levels of contamination that were derived from different source events, the truth

may be that a single infiltration and flushing event is responsible. Soil flushing

remediation technology currently receives a large amount of funding for investigation.

Any application of this technology must take into account the role of the capillary fringe

transport to be effective.
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1.2 Background Theory of Experiment

Water movement in the vadose zone is controlled by the same factors influencing

water movement within an aquifer. Flow occurs from regions of higher potential energy

to regions of lower potential energy.

h=v+z (1)

The total potential energy (h) of a soil water system has two components, presure head

(y) and elevation head (z). w can either be a positive or negative value, depending on

whether the point being measured is subjected to fully saturated conditions with ponded

water above that point (resulting in a positive measurement of y) or if the point is

subjected to capillary forces that are pulling the fluid into the porous medium (resulting

in a negative measurement of). When the pressure head is negative, the capillary

pressure can be expressed as

P=PN-w - Pw (2)

"Where P c (capillary pressure) representing the difference in pressure across the interface

between Pn, (non-wetting fluid pressure) and F., (the wetting fluid pressure). In a

typical vadose system, with no organic fluids, the non-wetting fluid will be air and the

wetting fluid will be water. The capillary pressure is a function of the surface tension (a)

of the wetting fluid and the shape of the interface described by r 1 and r2. This

relationship can be represented by the equation
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Pc= a. •
( 

± -I- \ = 
2 a. 

	(3).n r2,	 re,

Since the individual pore radii cannot be measured, the equation is simplified by treating

the radii as representative of a hemispherical interface. This is done by using an effective

pore radius (r„) that represents the equivalent circular radius value for many pores in a

volume of soil. The pressure head (y) from equation (1) represents the capillary pressure

(Pa) divided by the value of the density of the wetting fluid (p) multiplied by the

acceleration of gravity (g), so that

Substituting equation 4 into equation 3 yields an expression for pressure head that is a

function of the equivalent circular radius, fluid density, and surface tension, such that

2a 
V =	 (5)

p-g-re,

The equation of capillarity describing the height that a column of water will climb due to

capillary forces is represented by equation (5) multiplied by the contact angle of the

wetting fluid, such that
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2u Cosy
H =	 (6)

pw gR

describes the height (H) that a column of water will rise inside a small tube of constant

radius (R) immersed into a pool of fluid with a fluid surface tension (a) and a fluid

contact angle (y). For water, the contact angle is commonly assumed to be nearly 00 .

The surface tension of water is commonly taken to be 72 dynes/cm (0.072 J/m2). Salt

concentrations will cause the surface tension to increase slightly. Miscible organic

solutes will lower the surface tension of the fluid as well as effect the contact angle.

In the air-water system, the air and water phases are considered immiscible fluids.

The water molecules experience attractive intermolecular interactions between each

other. A water molecule within the bulk fluid will experience an even amount of pull, or

tension, in any given direction. Water molecules at the surface of the bulk fluid

experience a net tensional force towards the interior of the bulk fluid due to the lack of

attractive water molecules in the air above them. The state of minimum energy for this

system involves the formation of spherical shape or droplet that minimizes the area

exposed to the force imbalance. The amount of energy necessary to increase the surface

area by a unit amount is known as surface tension.

The contact angle, y, is the angle measured from the liquid-solid interface to the

liquid-air interface in a three phase system of water, air, and solid. When the liquid is

attracted more to the solid phase than the other fluid phase, it is considered to be
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"wetting" the solid phase. In this case, the attractive force to the solid is stronger than the

cohesive force between the liquid molecules.

When a liquid adheres to a solid surface in a tube or pore, the surface area of the

liquid tends to increase. Surface tension acts to reduce this area by minimizing the

surface area in order to minimize the energy state of the system. In trying to reduce the

surface area by contracting the surface to form a sphere, surface tension pulls a column of

water upward until the force balance between the upward tension and the downward

weight of the water column are equal. From the equation 6, we see that when keeping the

contact angle and surface tension of a fluid constant, the height of capillary rise is

proportional to the inverse of the pore or tube radius. As the pore size gets smaller, the

area that the fixed surface tension value is distributed over shrinks. In order to achieve a

balance between upward and downward forces, the total amount of rise increases until the

weight of the water column leads to the forces to return to equilibrium.

Equation (1) can be used to describe the flow of fluids in either a postively

pressure saturated system or a tension saturated or unsaturated regime. When the fluid is

subjected to an environment above the positively pressure saturated area, capillary forces

now describe the pressure term, while the elevation head determination is the same. Flow

calculations based on hydraulic gradients work the same as for saturated porous media,

except that now the pressure term is applicable to unsaturated, tension saturated, and

positive pressure saturated conditions.

In an unconfined aquifer, the water level within the well will correspond to the

elevation within the aquifer where the pressure head is O. This elevation is defined as the
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water table. Immediately below the elevation of the 0 pressure level in the aquifer, water

will freely exit porous media into an open space such as the well. Above the water table

level, the water is bound to the porous media due to capillary forces holding the water in

the pore structure by tension. A region above the water table will remain fully saturated

to the height of the capillarity described by equation (6). At this point, air will enter the

pore structure and displace water. The amount of matric pressure (y) at the point where

air enters is referred to as the air-entry pressure head. The tension saturated region above

the water table is referred to as the capillary fringe.

The capillary fringe thickness above the water table is a function of pore size. as

Equation (6) demonstrates in illustrating the water column height supported by capillary

forces. The thickness of the capillary fringe can range from nearly nonexistent in coarse

gravel to several meters or more in clay and fine silt (Gillham, 1984). If we know where

the water table in the aquifer is and the extent of the fully saturated portion above that, we

can define the extent capillary fringe. If the soil drained to its present condition, and

conditions are hydrostatic, the elevation of the capillary fringe above the water table

defines the air entry pressure, as the soil water potential is now defined by the negative of

the total elevation above the water table.

The water content of the vadose zone is a function of the matric potential that the

porous medium is subjected. A water content-pressure head (matric potential head)

relationship can be defined for a specific soil type by collecting water content data at

numerous pressure head values. Figure 1-1 is representative of this type of dateset. If a

fully saturated porous medium is drained while these parameters are monitored this
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dataset is referred to as the initial drainage curve. If the process is reversed, the dataset is

referred to as the main wetting curve. The differentiation of terms is the result of the

"memory" (or hysteresis) of the porous medium. Referring to implications of equation

(6) again, it can be seen that a small pore size will have a stronger capillary force than a

larger one. As the soil drains, the larger pores will drain first. As the matric pressure

increases, the small pores will begin to drain. Since the air and water are immiscible, the

air enters the system as the pores drain. Once the pores become unsaturated, and the

system is being wetted up, the roles are reversed. The smaller pores fill first, due to their

stronger capillary forces. As the tension level is decreased with a rising water table, the

large pores are able to sustain a meniscus of water and they begin to fill. The result of the

differential order of filling and draining is two separate sets of data. For a given matric

pressure, two different water contents are possible, depending on whether the pores are

filling or draining. If the smaller pores completely cutoff a vent for air displaced by the

water in the larger pore, entrapped air in the system will result. This often occurs in a fast

rising system, such as a near surface water table during a rain event. Figure 1-1

illustrates this effect. The initial drainage curve has a higher water content at 0 matric

pressure than the main wetting curve, due to the presence of entrapped air during the

rewetting process. Additionally, when the system drains again, the drainage will now

occur on the main drainage curve, with a similar air entry pressure as the initial drainage

curve. Given time, aquifer chemical, physical, and microbial actions could raise the

saturated water content to the initial drainage value as the entrapped air is used up in

reactions or flushed out.
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Main
Drainage
Curve

initial
Drainage
Curve

Scanning
Curves

Water Content

Figure 1-1: Hysteresis in water-content pressure head relationship (from Stephens, 1996)

To the left of Figure 1-1, the upper mark on the y-axis is the air entry pressure

head. The lower mark is referred to as the water entry pressure head; it is the point at

which remaining air in the pore system is completely forced out if possible by water

filling the system. The scanning curves displayed in Figure 1-1 occur when the wetting

or draining process is not allowed to continue to completion during an infiltration or

draining event and the pressure change with time is reversed.

A closed form equation can be derived by empirically fitting drainage curve

retention data to the van Genuchten or Brooks-Corey models of pressure-water content

behavior in porous media (van Genuchten, 1980. Brooks and Corey, 1964). Generally

speaking, the van Genuchten model works better for medium to fine textured soils that do
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not have a well defined air-entry pressure. For well sorted, or coarse textured soils, the

Brooks-Corey model fits the water content-pressure head data better with it's asymptotic

solution to sharp well-defined drainage curves. Additionally, the air entry pressure for

the soil can be determined from a fitting parameter of the Brooks-Corey model. For this

experiment, the Brooks-Corey model was used to model the retention data. The

governing equation for this model is;

0 - 0,_
0, -0,

where 0 is volumetric water content, O r is the residual volumetric water content, Os is the

saturated volumetric water content, is the matric pressure, and a and k are fitting

parameters. The value 1/ a gives an estimate of the air-entry pressure.

In aquifer flow calculations, the flow behavior is modeled by calculating the

volumetric flux of water based on the saturated hydraulic conductivity and the pressure

gradient the fluid is experiencing for a given unit of area using Darcy's law. This

equation can be extended to unsaturated flow by allowing the hydraulic conductivity

value to be a function of water content. For a homogeneous and isotropic porous

medium, such as the one encountered in this experiment, Darcy's equation can be written

in the x or y direction as;

q= -K(19
\av

q= -K(e)
ay 

(9)

-2

a
	

(7)
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qz = -1( (64 ) = K(0 ) 	 +1 (10)

where q is the specific discharge of a fluid (x, y, or z direction) (L/T), K is the hydraulic

conductivity for a given water content (LIT), ay/a(x, y, or z) is the pressure gradient in a

given direction (-), az/az is the gravitational component of the hydraulic head gradient

(-). The implication of equation (10) is that when there is no spatial variation in pressure

heads, vertical flow will occur due to gravitational forces alone under a unit gradient of 1,

causing water to move in downard. As soon as infiltrating water experiences pressure

gradients in the x or y direction, the net effect slow vertical infiltration and the water will

move in a more horizontal manner under a much reduced velocity due to the decrease in

the value of the total hydraulic head gradient. These equations will be used to

qualitatively describe the water movement from the source zones of the experiment.

An estimate of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity value as a function of water

content can be made by incorporating the modeling parameters from the Brooks-Corey

model of retention data to Mualem's model of relative hydraulic conductivity (Mualem,

1976). This model makes use of the effective saturation term from the left hand side of

equation (7) where;

0 - 0, 
S =	 1)0, - 0,
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S e is the effective saturation of a fluid. The Brooks-Corey model is incorporated as;

K (51 e)= K s • S:
+2+2/2 

(12)

where 21/4, is a fitting parameter from the Brooks-Corey model, Ks is the saturated hydraulic

conductivity, and .e is a pore-connectivity parameter estimated by Mualem to be about 0.5

for many soils (van Genuchten, 1988). Knowing the water content at many points within

the system is one way to define the variation of hydraulic conductivity. However,

pressure data alone can also be used if it is known which main retention curve the

pressure value lies upon. If it is a scanning curve, then an estimate of hydraulic

conductivity calls for an accurate measure of water content in order to have validity.

The purpose of this discussion has been to outline the principles upon which the

interpretation of the experimental data will take place. During experimental design for

the synthetic aquifer facility, several key factors were defined by the principles above.

The main porous medium had to be fine enough to support a substantial capillary fringe

thickness to allow investigation of this region. The instrumentation of the facility had to

allow for simultaneous measurement of water content and matric pressure. Interpretation

of the contaminant migration and overall flow regime would be based on the

characterization of the porous medium using commonly accepted models for soil

retention curve data. Additionally, a suitable tracer would be incorporated that would be

detectable with the instrumentation in situ, without the need to take samples. Combining

this with a dye in the water solution would enable visual determination of flow patterns

through the glass side of the facility.
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1.2.1 Comparison of Model Paradiagms for Capillary Fringe Flow

Gillham introduced the concept of a capillary fringe flow in 1984 while studying

the effect of a rainfall event on shallow aquifers that possess a significant capillary fringe.

The 1984 study focused on the result of a rainfall event infiltrating a shallow aquifer that

was experiencing a typical seasonal moisture depravation. The result was the formation

of a groundwater mound near the stream due to the low storage capacity of the capillary

fringe. The research focused on the dynamics of a rapid rise in the water table near

streams, and did not look in detail at the mechanisms of transport within the capillary

fringe (Gillham, 1984). While the concept of a capillary fringe has been around since at

least 1984, many texts continue to ignore its presence. The Handbook of Hydrology, a

standard guide for civil engineers, illustrates the basic conceptual model for contaminant

transport through the vadose zone and into an aquifer, seen in Figure 1-2. This diagram

illustrates pure vertical progression of leaching material downward through the vadose

zone through the water table interface and then the flowpath turns and begins to move

horizontally. The diagram does not illustrate the presence of a nearly fully saturate

capillary fringe. While the overall thickness of the capillary fringe is not very thick

compared to most aquifer thicknesses, in shallow aquifers that possess a thin saturated

thickness below the water table, the proportion of water found within the capillary fringe

can be considerable.
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Figure 1-2: Illustration of typical conceptual model for contaminant
infiltration into groundwater system (Maidment, 1993).

An example of this type of aquifer can easily be found in upland meadows or mountain

aquifer systems where the total thickness of porous media available for fluid transport

and retention may be only several meters. If the average pore size of the soil is small, as

it would often be in upland meadows, the capillary fringe thickness could easily be 0.5 to

1m or more in thickness, accounting for a large percentage of the total storage space. If

this tension saturated region is capable of signficant horizontal transport of contaminated

water, leaving the region out of the conceptual model will lead to a gross

misunderstanding of the contaminant migration pathways.

Daniel Ronen has conducted several studies on the structure of the capillary fringe

and the flow processes within that region of the vadose zone (Ronen, 1997, 2000). His

conceptual model permits significant horizontal flow of wetting fluids through the

capillary fringe, but only in the lowest portion of the region between the tension saturated

surface and the water table when there is the presence of entrapped gas within the
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capillary fringe. The theory is that in the upper regions of the capillary fringe, most of

the water is not in continous contact, but separated by entrapped gases. At a further depth

within the capillary fringe, there is less entrapped gas and more interconnected pore

spaces filled with water, resulting in higher flow rates due to this interconnectivity. The

application of this conceptual model to the capillary fringe transport system is that the

upper region of the capillary fringe contains a "stagnant zone" where there is no

horizontal flow possible due to the isolated nature of wetting fluid connected pathways.

Ronen indicates that the model incorporating a stagnant zone becomes more important as

the pore size decreases because of there would be more regions of entrapped gas present.

Figure 1-3 is a schematic of the flow processes as interpreted by him on the basis of field

observations of a variable capillary fringe thickness in heterogenous media. The

horizontal axis is a representation of the hydraulic conductivity of the water. II, is the

average height of the capillary fringe. Horizontal flow occurs immediately below the

capillary fringe and unsaturated zone interface, but the conductivity is too low to support

significant horizontal flow in the upper regions. The schematic does not allow for

horizontal transport of fluid above the capillary fringe. Depending upon the grain size

distribution of the soil material, there may be a signficant region of material above the

tension saturated capillary fringe that still transmits water in the horizontal direction,

limited only by the decreasing hydraulic conductivity as a result of fewer connected

pathways at lower water content due to lower volumetric water content.
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Figure 9. Schematic vertical cross-section through a compact structure. The median height
hm of the h-variations is indicated and is equal to he the critical height where the islands (cf.
Figure 7) just connect (cf. text and Zallen and Scher, 1971). The connection enables horizontal
flow for h < he and is shown schematically as h vs. K, adjacent to the CF cross section (we
assume dPfdh 0). The hydraulic conductivity K(h ) is only nonzero for h < tic and for a
finite value of water saturation (Su, > 0, at he). The functional form of K(h) is such that the
flow velocity (y) and vertical gradient (dy/clh.) are both zero at he . This feature decouples the
horizontal flow, hydrodynamically, from the CF water distribution for h> 7/0 (the effect of
a porous medium also tends to damp this hydrodynamic coupling). There is no simultaneous
2-phase flow in this compact CF structure as well as much less trapping of the nonwetting fluid
compared to invasion percolation (cf. text and Blunt and Scher, 1995).

Figure 1-3: Reproduction of Ronen Schematic model of stagnant zone in the
capillary fringe (Ronen, 1997).

A field investigation of the presence of a stagnation zone within the capillary

fringe was conducted by M.C. Ryan at two field sites in Ontario, Canada (M.C. Ryan, et.

al. 2000). There, the water tables were located 1.5-4.5 m below the ground surface and

the extent of the aquifer thickness exceeded 10 m. Based on earlier theoretical work of

Ronen (Ronen et. al. 1989), there was an expected gas entrapment zone about 1 meter in

thickness within saturated porous media. At the site, the capillary fringe was expected to

be between 0.1 and 0.3m thick, resulting in a stagnation zone due to entrapped gas
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extending 0.7-0.9m below the water table. The expected results would not be a smooth

horizontal progression of a plume through the capillary fringe. Rather, the expected

behavior would be primarily vertical migration into and through the stagnant zone until

there was no longer enough entrapped gas present to prevent horizontal flow. Figure 1-4

is an illustration of this conceptual model.

224	 M. C. Ryan et al. /Journal of Hydrology 233 (2000) 223-.240

Fig. !. Conceptual views (not to scale and vertically exaggerated) of point-source plumes and gromtwater flow paths without (a) and with (b) a
stagnant zone. Lower diagrams show details of flow lines in boxes on upper plume diagrams. (a) Groundwater flow paths in a sandy phreatic
aquifer similar to Delhi and Strathroy (porosity = 0.3, hydraulic conductivity = 1 5 x 10 rn/s; horizontal hydraulic gradient = 0.003,
recharge = 20 cm/a, average horizontal velocity of 50 rnia and average vertical displacement of 0.6 m/a). Without a stagnant zone, flow is
sub-horizontal (a = 0.7°). (b) Conceptually the imposition of a meter thick low-K 'stagnant' zone (including a 15 cm thick capillary fringe)
causes flow line to be more vertical in stagnant zone, and then refract upon entrance into the active flow zone. Stagnant zone flow line angle (70)
estimated according to tangent law for flow line refraction through materials of differing hydraulic conductivity (Hubbert, 1940) where the
hydraulic conductivity in the stagnant zone is one order of magnitude lower than the active flow zone (estimated from Rotten et al., 1986).

Figure 1-4: Conceptual model proposed by M.C. Ryan for the flow processes
within the capillary fringe. (M.C. Ryan, et. al. 2000).

A series of Bromide tracer test were run at the field site using natural recharge

methods. The results found a deeper penetration of the Bromide tracer than would be
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expected from a typical conceptual model (part (a) in Figure 1-4) not taking into account

a stagnant zone that directs flow downward and then horizontal (part (b) in Figure 1-4).

The refraction of the flow lines was calculated to be caused by a hydraulic conductivity

contrast ratio between the active and stagnant flow zones of 35. To further support this

conceptual model, Ryan took field data from another site and modeled it using the

stagnation zone theory. By reducing the hydraulic conductivity of the zone 0.9m thick in

the capillary fringe region by an order of magnitude, the resulting model plume shape fit

the field data contours better than the model using a homogenous field of hydraulic

conductivity. However, no field data verifying the existence of a stagnation zone due to

entrapped gas could be obtained, since the field data was generated prior to the research

into the stagnation zone phenomena.

The conclusions of the research of both Ryan and Ronen is that there is a zone of

entrapped gas both throughout the capillary fringe and in the upper regions of the positive

pressure saturated aquifer that inhibits horizontal flow. The result is that the infiltrating

water must migrate vertically until crossing through the stagnation zone and the it

proceeds to move in a significant horizontal direction. This conceptual model is also in

line with the typical conceptual model seen in Figure 1-2.

A further complication, alluded to in the discussion above, is that water can still

migrate in the horizontal direction above the capillary fringe. C. Kao (2001) modeled

this transport process using Hydrus-2D®. Kao combines the capillary fringe and the

region above it that can transmit water in with horizontal flowpaths into a collective

"transition zone". The focus of the study was what type infiltration rates would create
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the most significant transition zones in terms of thickness and amount of water

transmitted to the underlying aquifer. The study was conducted using mathematical

modeling only. While it does not take into account a stagnation zone effect, the

schematic in Figure 1-5 illustrates the results of the study. Simulation results indicated

that signficant horizontal flow occurred in the capillary fringe and the region above it.

(C. Kao, et.al. 2001).

Fig. 4. Water-table quifer drained by a ditch, in steady state. qt,, (<0 (L.T - I )] is the steady infiltration rate; 4, (L) is the water depth in the ditch;
zo(xd is the water-table elevation at the distance xi on the horizontal axis.

Figure 1-5: Conceptual model for transition zone flow processes where the
region between the water table and the dotted line is inclusive of the capillary
fringe and the region above it. (C. Kao, 2001).
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The dilemma facing researchers is whether or not the gas entrapment stagnation

zone discussed by Ronen and Ryan is a real phenomena and should be included within

conceptual and mathematical models. To bridge the gap between field data and current

mathematical models, and intermediate scale lab experiment can be conducted to

examine plume migration structure and processes within the capillary fringe with the

presence of signficant amounts of entrapped gas.
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1.3 Experiment Hypothesis and Objective

Hypotheses

1. Contaminant plumes from point sources can migrate horizontally within the

capillary fringe in the presence of entrapped gas.

2. Soil flushing from a point source of contamination has a flow and transport

geometry that causes it to be relatively ineffective at flushing the

contamination from the system.

Objectives

1. Design and build a well instrumented intermediate scale synthetic unconfined

aquifer for measurement of subsurface flow and transport processes.

2. Design and build a fully automated system for the monitoring of pore water

pressure in the synthetic aquifer.

3. Install a fully automated Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) system for the

monitoring of soil water content and water bulk electrical conductivity (BEC).

4. Conduct an experiment to demonstrate the behavior of a capillary fringe

contaminant plume from a vadose zone surface point source.

5. Conduct an experiment to demonstrate the behavior of a capillary fringe

contaminant plume flushing event from a vadose zone surface point source.
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Chapter 2: Intermediate Scale Synthetic Aquifer Design and
Specifications

2.1: Overview of Synthetic Aquifer Design

The synthetic aquifer was designed to simulate water and contaminant transport in

porous media under large-scale laboratory conditions. The synthetic aquifer (also

referred to as the sandbox hereafter) is built of material that is compatible with a wide

range of organic solvents to enable accurate representation of contaminant transport

systems. The design is optimized for 2-Dimensional studies of fluid flow by keeping the

depth (width) of the tank to a minimum of 4 1/2". The facility length is 8' long and 5'

tall. It has 1/2" tempered glass on the front supported by an outer steel frame. On the back

of the sandbox is a 1/4" 316 SS (stainless steel) plate that has been drilled for placement of

instrumentation and sampling ports. The steel plate is supported by an outer padded

frame. Internal seals are made from 1/8" diameter viton cord that acts as a gasket

pinched between the glass and SS plates and the internal sandbox frame. All internal

materials in contact with the porous medium are composed of 316 SS, glass, viton, or

nylon. Nylon is found only at the Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) instrument ports.

Presently, the sandbox has an open top with designs formulated for the incorporation of a

sealing plate with vents for future contaminant work. A flow system is built into the

sandbox consisting of porous tubing on the inlet side that distributes water along the

entire 5' height of the box. The outlet side consists of a single port at the bottom of the

box at the opposite end of the 8' length, hooked up to a constant head drain. A separate
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contaminant source is incorporated at the top of the open sandbox with a manifold that

enables the source to function as a point source across the 4 1/4" width of the sandbox. At

30 locations on the SS backplate holes have been drilled to enable Swagelock fittings to

be used for installing automated instrumentation and sampling ports. Currently, these

instruments consist of 30 two rod TDR probes, 30 automated tensiometers, and 30

sampling ports. These instruments are installed in a cluster consisting of one of each type

at 30 locations. Figures 2-1 and 2-2 are diagrams of the sandbox outer support frame.

Front Glassplate Frame Support

A36 Tee,
interior supports	 Angle Iron, outer portion

of frame

Figure 2-1: Outer support frame on the glassplate of the synthetic aquifer facility.
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Backplate Outside Support Frame

991 2"

37 1 4" 371 4"

34 1.4"

F-4 
	

25"

34 1 4"
	110.-

Anale Iron. outer portion of

frame

Figure 2-2: Outer support frame on the 316SS backplate of the synthetic aquifer facility
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Detail of Seal Design and Box Frame Construction

Figure 2-3: Top and side views of synthetic aquifer construction with specifications in inches.
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2.1.1 Aquifer Tank Specifications

The perimeter of the sandbox frames are made up of angle iron that is cut

diagonally on the ends and welded at the four corners of each frame. These angle iron

pieces are 2 '/2" by 2", with the long side being placed against each plate to enable space

for placing of 3/8" bolts that attach the outer frames to the sandbox frame. On the

interior of each external frame is a single strap of T-shaped angle iron running the entire

length of the box. Tied into each of these straps is T-shaped angle iron pieces that are

notched for welding directly to the lengthwise iron strap. On the inside of the frames,

where contact between the steel plate and the glass plate occurs, rubber gasketing was

applied to act as a cushion. The gasket material is 60 Duro Neoprene 1/8" thick and 2"

wide and is attached to the outer frame pieces with 3M FastBond 10 Contact Cement

(American Packing and Gasket, 6039 Armour Dr., Houston TX 77020). This material is

unsuitable for exposure to most organic solvents, but it is used on the external portion of

the sandbox only, where no contact with the internal porous medium will occur.

Iron channel pieces form the interior frame of the sandbox; these run vertically at

each end of the sandbox and along the bottom. The channel is U-shaped, with the bottom

portion of the U a flat section that provides a flat surface for the interior section of the

box. On top of the channel pieces, inside the sandbox, 316SS plates are spot welded onto

the channel to provide for a flat surface that is resistant to rust and compatible with a

harsh chemical environment.

The seal of the sandbox can be seen at the left-hand side of Figure 2-3. The seal

is created by pinching it between the glass and steel plates while the outer 3/8" bolts are
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tightened down. The bolts can be seen in Figures 2-1 and 2-2. These bolts are

sequentially tightened, first along the bottom from the center and then progressively

upward, working in a diagonal pattern when viewed from above at each level of bolts.

This method ensured an even level of applied pressure that brought the outer frame

together against the inner channel. In the process, the plates are squeezed against the

channel and seal. The seal itself is made of Viton Cord, 1/8" in diameter (State Seal

Company, 4135 East Wood St. Phoenix, AZ 85040). Two sections of cord were used,

one for each side of the box. These were carefully laid between the SS and glass plate

and the interior SS plates prior to tightening of the bolts. Through trial and error

techniques, the viton cord can successfully be placed at a uniform depth at which the

compression will form a tight seal with a bead of compressed viton cord extending just to

the upper interior surface. Extensive leak testing was carried out by filling the box with

water, which would represent about 1/3 of the total mass of material that would be placed

inside the sandbox prior to experimental work. Despite best efforts, it usually took 2-3

leak tests during which the box would have to be taken apart, the Viton cord reseated, and

the frames reattached in order to ensure a leak free system. Care also had to be taken in

applying uniform tightening around areas that leaked. The best solution was found by

tightening all bolts for a length of several feet around each apparent leak area, as it was

impossible to know where, exactly, any one leak was coming from. Early in the design

process, Viton caulk was used in combination with Viton cord to ensure a good seal of

the sandbox. The caulk did not harden to the consistency of the extruded viton cord, and

acted as a lubricant on the cord when high pressures where applied during the frame
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tightening process. This resulted in the Viton cord popping out from the seal area at

regular intervals and caused numerous leaks. Later matings of the exterior and interior

frames had no caulk in the seal area.

After leak testing, the synthetic aquifer was packed with fine sand at 3% water

content. When the first sand pack was finished, it was found that the frame flexed

outward on both sides of the sandbox, in excess of lcm of deflection on either side. This

would be unsuitable for studies of 2-D flow as the flow paths would be diverging and the

Figure 2-4: Outer frame reinforcement. The 3/4" bols screw onto the 2" by 2" box tubes at the top
and midsection of the box.
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velocities varying, resulting in 3-D flow fields. To mitigate the flexing of the sandbox,

an additional exterior support frame was created. It was built of 2" by 2" box tubing,

with 2 U-shaped braces placed at center of the box, running over the top. Additionally, 2

8' sections of 2" by 2" box tubing were placed parallel to the long T-angle iron straps and

across the top of the frames, resting on the upper angle iron piece. Figure 2-4 is a picture

of the extra supports attached to the outer frames. With these extra supports, deflection

measurements showed that total deflection of the box after being repacked was on the

order of lmm on each side.

2.1.2 Flow System

The purpose of the synthetic aquifer facility was to simulate aquifer interactions

within the vadose zone as well as below the water table. To properly simulate these flow

regimes, a way of supplying water to the tension saturated and unsaturated regions of the

sandbox had to be found. A simple reservoir type of constant head boundary is

insufficient for these purposes, it is incapable of supplying water to the substantial

capillary fringe thickness of the porous medium in a way that would accurately represent

flow patterns found in a real vadose zone environment.

A flow system was designed to allow a constant head boundary condition to be

setup on the inlet side that would supply water to both the area below the water table and

the region above in the tension saturated and unsaturated regions. This was accomplished

by using long sections of porous metal tubing connected to a constant head source. The

porous tubing is made of 316SS with pore size of 2vtin and an outer diameter of 3/8"

(Mott Corp., Farmington, Conn.). The saturated conductivity of the porous metal tubing
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was measured to be 0.0046 cm/min. This was measured by saturating the porous tubing

in a small tank of water by suction, then removing the tubing, placing it horizontally flat

position under atmospheric pressure conditions. Then a small gradient was applied by

raising a reservoir of water connected to the end of the tubing and monitoring the amount

of water transmitted through the tubing over time.The inlet portion of the flow system

inside the sandbox consists of four 25" long sections of porous tubing welded to solid

pieces of 3/8" O.D. 316SS tubing. Two pieces extend from the bottom of the tank into

the beginning of the tension saturated region of the sand. The other two sections start at

the water table and extend upward for 25". All four of these tubes are connected to 1/2 "

O.D. 3/8"I.D. Viton tubing. Connections between the soft Viton tubing and the SS

tubing is accomplished with SS inserts and a SS reducing union (Swagelock Part# SS-

810-6-6). Hose clamps were also found to be suitable with these particular tubing sizes.

Figure 2-5 illustrates the flow system configuration for the inlet tubing and the outlet side

of the sandbox. The inlet tubing source was maintained at a constant head to control the

inlet side boundary condition. The outlet tubing drained into another constant head

device, maintaining an outlet constant head regime.
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Figure 2-5: Setup of inlet tubing and outlet. The outlet is connected to the sandbox 3/4" NPT drain
plug with a Swagelock fitting (Part# SS-801-7-12) and '/2" O.D. Viton Tubing
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While connecting the Viton tubing to the SS tubing, it was extremely important to

prevent any air bubbles from becoming entrapped at the upper gooseneck portion of the

tubing system. This was accomplished by clamping each Viton hose connected to the

constant head device and then raising the constant head source well above the top of the

SS tubing. At this point, the lowest hose in connected to the constant head device was

unclamped and allowed to flow freely to purge any entrapped air. Then, with flow still

occurring, the hose was slipped over the SS tubing or placed into a Swagelock fitting for

connection to be completed. Hose clamps, or a Swagelock fitting, were then tightened

while maintaining positive head on the system. Insufficient space was allowed for in the

configuration of the steel tubing placement for Swagelock fittings to be used at all the

connections. Therefore, the Swagelock fittings were interlaced with hose clamp fittings,

with the Swagelock fittings being used on the tubes supplying water to the capillary

fringe region of the sandbox. After connecting the lowest hose, each hose upward was

connected to the system in order from lowest to highest. Figure 2-6 is a detailed

illustration of the constant head device and Viton tube connections.

The introduction of contaminant solutions from a point source was accomplished

using a manifold system placed at the top of the sandbox. This system consisted of a

manifold built from porous cups and viton tubing placed inside a box constructed of ABS

plastic. The box was partially filled with very coarse sand, #8 Silica Sand (Baroid

Drilling Fluids, Inc.). This is the same sand used in the outlet boundary. Figure 2-7 is an

illustration of the contaminant source manifold and ABS box.
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Figure 2-6: Constant Head device on Inlet Side. The overflow was connected to a large bucket
for collection. The overflow line was also connected to smaller vessels for monitoring flow rates
into the box by subtracting overflow from the calibrated pump setting on the pump for the
supply line Viton hose. Helium gas was pumped in at a very low rate to purge the inlet water of
any entrapped gas one more time before the fluid entered the flow system.
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ABS box for contaminant source
Viton Hose
3/16" O.D.
1/8" I.D.

Flow Direction

	 Interior width 0.75"	
ABS span wall 0.25" thick

Cross Section View

Figure 2-7: ABS contaminant source box. Porous cups prevent air bubbles from entering into the
flow system that would cause an airlock to form within the highest point of the viton hose
connected to the supply fluid source.
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Flow System Schematic
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Figure 2-8: Flow system schematic. Two pumps are needed for separate fluid application.
Placement of tubing lines in drawing are representative only. The relative position of the
constant head sources is correct, with the inlet side higher than the outlet side.
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Figure 2-8 illustrates the use of He gas in 2 locations to deair water before use inside the

porous tubing fluid delivery system. He gas was chosen for this process because it has

the lowest solubility of widely available gases, and as such should enable the highest

efficiency in stripping undissolved gases from the reservoir water. These undissolved

gases could, over the long duration of an experiment, lead to the formation of a large

bubble of gas at the upper gooseneck portion of the Viton supply line. This would

prevent or significantly reduce flow to one of the four porous supply tubes, introducing a

3-dimensional component to the boundary condition. He gas is first applied to deair the

water that was used in the pump supply reservoir. This was accomplished by He

sparging a 5 1/2 gallon glass carboy for 20-30 minutes while it was being stirred with a

Teflon stirbar. After He sparging, the full carboy was placed under a high vacuum while

still on the stirplate and evacuated for a minimum of 4 hours. After this period of time,

no bubbles were present in the water. This treated carboy was then connected to the

pump delivery system with small supply lines run through a stopper on top of the carboy.

He gas was again applied at the outlet of the constant head source in a small steady

stream just before water entered the Viton and porous tubing water supply system. The

residence time of water in the constant head source was on the order of 4 1/2 hours. The

flow velocity of water exiting the constant head source was low enough that He bubbles

were not entrained into the tubing system by drainage processes.

The outlet of the sandbox was packed with #8 Silica Sand. It was packed

simultaneously with the fine sand main porous medium in a vertical column 3 1/2" by 4

1/4" by 60". The coarse sand was packed to an estimated bulk density of 1.6 g/cm3 , giving
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a porosity of 0.41. Saturated hydraulic conductivity was measured in the lab of Dr.

Wierenga at the University of Arizona Soils Department using a flow cell connected to

constant head boundary. Fluid mass outflow was monitored over time under constant

flow conditions. This lead to an estimate of 3.11 cm/min for Ksat. The coarse pack

material functioned as a drain for the entire box. At the bottom of the coarse pack, a 3/4"

NPT tube was connected to a Swagelock fitting with 1/4" O.D. Viton hose leading to the

outlet constant head source. A small SS wire basket was placed inside the drain prior to

the experiment to prevent outflow of coarse sand material during the experiment. The

drainage constant head device was built from a 4000 ml beaker with an inlet port at the

bottom and a horizontal outlet drain in the upper portion of the beaker.

The head difference across the box was set at 116 cm on the inlet side and 101 cm

on the outlet side. Of the 15 cm of total head change, approximately 5 cm of head was

theoretically needed to provide enough flow across the porous tubing boundary to ensure

enough flow for the sandbox in all regions (below and above water table) of flow. The

anticipated maximum flow needed was estimated by assuming full saturation of the

sandbox (both tension saturated and positive pressure saturated) and taking into account

the exposed area of tubing that would contribute to the flow field. Using Darcy's law, an

estimate of volumetric flux was made, which was found to be 22 ml/min. Actual flow

during the experiment was found to be on the order of 8-9 ml/min from the porous tubing

fluid supply system, with 4.5 ml/min of flow being supplied by the manifold system. The

10 cm of head left from deducting the theoretical head needed for the porous tubing flux

leads to a theoretical gradient of 10 crn/ 233.68 cm (233.68 cm is the total length of fine
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sand porous medium) for the fine porous medium. Using a saturated hydraulic

conductivity value of 0.28 cm/min and a gradient of 0.043 cm/cm the Darcy velocity can

be calculated. Taking into account porosity, this leads to an estimated velocity of 0.033

cm/min. It should therefore take about 5 days for fluid to progress across the box under

these conditions. The sources of the values used in this calculation are discussed in detail

in the section describing the fine sand used as the primary porous medium.

2.2 Porous Medium

A well sorted fine silica sand was selected for the experiment for several reasons.

It was important to limit the amount of clay and silt in the system to limit potential

problems from occurring. Fine particles could be suspended in the flow stream within

the pores, leading to the creation of a non-homogenous porous medium as these particles

migrated across the box, reducing hydraulic conductivity at one end and enhancing it at

the other. Chemical interactions with salt tracers at clay cation and anion exchange sites

would introduce a chemical reaction component that would act to diffuse the salt pulse

breakthrough data. Smectite clays would disturb the packing arrangement of the porous

medium by shrinking and expanding in response to water content. Clays will affect TDR

instrumentation as well, the bound water content will change the dielectric determination

and at low water contents will lead to an underestimation of the actual volumetric water

content. Most importantly, a soil with a large fraction of silt and clay will have a

retention curve with vaguely defined air-entry pressure. This would make analysis of the

flow regime more difficult in the vadose zone. Lastly, a fine silica sand was chosen that

would have a capillary fringe thick enough to demonstrate the transport phenomena, but
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small enough so that enough instrumentation could be placed to monitor regions above,

within, and below the capillary fringe.

The sand chosen was a 120 mesh silica sand. It was originally aelioan sand but

was mechanically sieved further to a narrow grain size diameter variation by the

manufacturer. The fraction of organic content was determined by the Soils, Water and

Plant Analysis Lab at the University of Arizona and was found to be 0.03%. A sieve

analysis was carried out and the results are shown in figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9: Samples of 120 mesh silica sand from the first (1) and last (38) bucket of the supply
delivered. Duplicate samples were tested for each bucket. Sieve #'s 40, 60, 100, 140, 170, 230 (425,
250, 150, 106, 90, 63 p.m) were used.
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The sand was delivered to a commercial supply company in a single large bag containing

approximately 200 gallons of material (about 1250 kg of sand). This was subsequently

shoveled into 5 gallon buckets for transport to the synthetic aquifer facility. The silica

sand was washed in large SS mixing bowls to remove fine surface coatings on individual

grains. This was done by washing approximately 0.5 gallon of material at a time by

filling the bowl with sand and water, stirring, and then pouring off the fine fraction and

water. The process was repeated for an average of 3 cycles for each 0.5 gallon sample.

This process also removed a large portion of the limited organic material present in the

sand (foc analysis was done after washing). After being washed, the sand was oven dried

at 105 °C in shallow trays. Subsequently, it was placed back into the 5 gallon buckets to

await further processing. To ensure that variation in grain size diameter did not result

from handling during the initial shipping process or during subsequent washing and

repackaging, the sand was mixed onsite prior to use with the synthetic aquifer facility.

This was carried out by pouring an amount of sand from each bucket of washed and oven

dried sand into a large shallow wooden crib (5' by 10' by 5") lined with a clear plastic

sheet and then mixing it with a rake. Empty buckets were placed around the mixing area

and after the sand was assumed to be well mixed, equal portions of the mixed sand were

distributed to each of the 38 buckets. The sieve analysis in Figure 2-9 was then carried

out on subsamples from the first and last bucket of material.
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2.2.1 Packing of Porous Medium

The construction of the sandbox allows for limited access from the top of the box

through a 4 1/4" wide opening that is 8' long. Pouring of sand from the top into the box

would allow the grains to segregate during the initial 5' journey to the bottom of the box.

To prevent segregation of the grain sizes, the sand was wet to 3% gravimetric moisture

content before being poured into the sandbox. The was done by combining (on average)

2250 g of sand with about 70 g of water in a 1 gallon ziplock bag. The sand and water

was mixed inside the bag by hand and then excess air was expelled. A second ziplock

bag was then placed around the first and sealed. The mixed sand was allowed to sit for at

least 24 hours to ensure even wetting of the sand. It was then available for use in packing

the box.

The wetted sand was poured into the box from the top of the tank. The 3%

moisture content enabled it to stay together in clumps as it fell, minimizing grain

segregation. The sand was poured in lcm (approximate) lifts that involved the use of 2

mixed bags for every lift. After being poured across the interior of the sandbox, the sand

was distrubuted with a trowel made from a broomstick and a sheet of Plexiglas until the

height of the sand was as even as possible across the box. Then, a small rake made from

wood and metal dinner forks was used to mix the newly poured sand with the layer below

it. Mixing was carried out by moving the rake up and down quickly in a controlled

manner while progressing slowly in a horizontal direction across the 8' length of the box.

After completing a single pass across, the process was repeated from the opposite

direction. This ensured good mixing while preventing the creation of preferential
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layering that mimicked the shape of the fork prongs. After mixing, the loose layer was

compacted with a packing device made from a small aluminum plate, a pipe shaft, and a

5 lb. free weight dropped from a uniform height onto a flange on the shaft. Figure 2-10

shows the tools used for packing the sand and Figure 2-11 is a photo of the same.

Rake Assembly
	

Coarse/Fine Divider and

1/2" by 4" wood
	

Distribution Trowel

Figure 2-10: Tools used for packing fine sand. To facilitate removal of the packer after compacting
layers, the shaft was made of several lengths of pipe joined with connectors. As the sand level inside
the box increased, smaller lengths of pipe were used to create the shaft. The added benefit was that
the level of the weight and flange were kept relatively constant with respect to the person operating it.
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Figure 2-11: From top to bottom; small packer plate, large packer plate, rake, coarse/fine
divider or distribution tool. Note duct tape applied to shaft and base flange of packer.
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During the initial packing of the box, it was found that metal shards were spalling off of

the metal shaft of the packer due to the force of the 51b weight drop. The areas giving the

most trouble were the flange that the weight was dropped on and any of the joints

between the sections of pipe in the shaft. To prevent this from occurring, the entire shaft

was wrapped with duct tape that sealed the connectors and the joints at the flanges. A 5

gallon bucket shroud was created to prevent shards from flying off the weight and flange

at the top of the packer into the sand. Where the packer shaft exited the bucket shroud,

duct tape was used to form a seal to prevent the collected shards from falling into the

sand. The coarse fine divider was put into use as a movable barrier to allow for the

vertical packing of the drain layer. After about packing about 5-8 layers of fine sand, a

lift was applied to the coarse layer. The coarse sand was poured into place through a IA"

diameter PVC pipe. It was compacted in place with a pair of 2" by 4" pieces of wood

taped together with their ends covered in plastic sheeting. After compaction, the divider

was lifted up, until the last 1/2" of Plexiglas was unexposed, then secured in place against

the wood sections on top of the coarse layer. Figure 2-12 illustrates a coarse layer just

prior to a new lift being applied
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Figure 2-12: Coarse layer separation during packing.
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To minimize fine sand intrusion into the coarse pack and vice versa, a small shop-vac

was constructed to vacuum up material as needed from within the box. It was made

using tygon tubing connected to a collection vessel that was connected to a vacuum

source. The tygon tubing was taped to a 5' section of PVC pipe to provide for directional

rigidity. This enabled small pebbles of the coarse pack to be easily lifted off of the fine

sand and allowed for removal of the fine sand seen in Figure 2-12 at the base of the wood

on top of the coarse pack. Figure 2-13 shows the effect of the packer on consolidating

the fine sand material.

Figure 2-13: Small packer compacting fine sand. Line in this
photo and in figure 12 is a piece of string taped to the outside of
the glass to aid in visually leveling lifts.
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The bulk density of the finished sand pack appeared to be very consistent. Each

lift was created using similar amounts of sand and water from pre-weighed bags. The

sand from these bags was compacted to comparatively uniform lift thickness. An

accurate and precise estimate of the overall bulk density of the sandbox was made by

adding up the total amount of oven dried sand used to make the mixed water and sand

bags for the lifts and dividing that value by the volume filled by the fine sand. 643228 g

of oven dry sand was poured into a volume of 378891 cm3 giving a dry bulk density of

1.70g/cm3 and a porosity of 0.36. The calculated average lift thickness based on the bulk

density calculation was 1.06 cm/lift. The saturated hydraulic conductivity was measured

in the same manner as for the coarse sand pack. The average measured value was 0.28

cm/min

After packing the box, retention curves were generated by slowly wetting up the

porous medium from the bottom of the sandbox after purging the air space with a

cylinder of CO2. It was hoped that the CO2, soluble in water, would displace a large

percentage of the oxygen and nitrogen in the system and limit the amount of entrapped

gas as the pore space was filled with water. A cycle of initially wetting, draining, and

rewetting of the porous medium was carried out over a 2 month period prior to the

beginning of the transport experiment. Retention data was gathered from the TDR probes

and matched to the tensiometer data at the same measurement time. These are shown

together with the fitting curve generated by the RETC computer program in Figure 2-14.

RETC empirically fits the Brooks-Corey function described in chapter 1. During the

transport experiment, several of the instrument cluster stations in the system showed that
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the pressure was remaining constant while the water content was increasing with time.

The water content increase with time was relatively constant; supporting the theory that

entrapped gas was being flushed out of the system during the duration of the experiment

as de-aired water was moving through the system. This effect will be discussed in detail

in the description of the TDR calibration process. The Initial Drainage Curves assume

that the maximum saturated water content of the system was equal to the porosity of the

system determined from the bulk density calculation. Figure 2-14 shows that the

maximum water content as determined from the TDR system was 5-6% less than the the

porosity of 0.36. This result was found throughout the system. To fit the Brooks-Corey

fitting parameters to the observed Main Drainage Curves, 0, was set to 0.295 and 0,- was

fixed at 0.03. The main implication from the data is that significant amounts of

entrapped gas were present in the system despite efforts to minimize its presence.
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Figure 2-14: RETC empirical fit of retention data from sandbox. The w/cutoff description in the legend
implies that the data was fit assuming a Os value of 0.36
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Summary Table for Synthetic Aquifer Characteristics

Sandbox Characteristics

Interior Length of Sandbox	 243 cm

Interior Width of Sandbox	 10.795 cm

Total Height of Porous Medium	 150.2 cm

120 Mesh Silica Sand Pack Characteristics

Length of Pack	 233.7 cm

Volume of Pack	 378891 cm3

Ksat	 0.28 cm/min

Dry Pb	 1.70 g/cm3

Porosity	 0.36

Fraction of organic carbon	 0.0003

Brooks-Corey Fit of 120 Mesh Silica Sand

Main Drainage n, a
	

4.2949, 0.0185

Main Wetting n, a
	

2.61954, 0.02924

8 Mesh Silica Sand Pack Characteristics

Length of Pack	 9.3 cm

Volume of Pack	 15079 cm3

Ksat	 3.11 cm/min

Dry Pb 	1.56

Porosity	 0.41

Fraction of organic carbon	 N/A

Aquifer Boundary Conditions

Constant Head Inlet Boundary	 116 cm

Constant Head Outlet Boundary	 101 cm

Flux of Point Source	 4.5 ml/min
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2.3 Instrumentation Overview

The instrumentation connected to the sandbox consisted of Time Domain

Reflectometry (TDR) probes, automated pressure transducer tensiometers, and sampling

ports. These instruments were clustered together at 30 locations, distributed to capture as

much data within the capillary fringe as possible. Figure 2-15 shows the locations of the

instrument clusters.

The tensiometers and TDR probes each had their own individual data collection

hardware that was connected to a Pentium PC datalogger. This single PC provided for

the data recording to take place referenced to a single clock. The PC was connected to a

network to allow downloading of recorded data without interfering with active data

collection. Figure 2-16 illustrates the main components of the automated data collection

system.

The main components of the TDR system were purchased from Dynamax, Inc.

(Houston, TX) and consisted of a Tektronix 1502C Cable Tester with RS-232 interface, 2

TR-200 Coaxial multiplexers, 2 rain-tight cases for multiplexers, TACQ and TRAD

software, and several connection cables for the coaxial lines and the serial interface. A

power supply cable was supplied with the multiplexers, but it was necessary to purchase

12 V power source separately to provide the power for the multiplexers. TDR probes and

the connecting cables were custom-built onsite.

The tensiometry system was built around the National Instruments Lab View

software system. A National Instruments SCB-100 multiplexer and converter is

connected to the custom built terminal block and power supply. The software records the

voltage output from the pressure transducers at regular intervals using the Ni-DAQ

software routines. The pressure transducers are Honeywell Model 143PC3OP differential

transducers and are accurate over a range of 2.5 p.s.i.

The sampling ports were not used for this experiment. They consist of a tube and

porous cup design similar to the tensiometers, but the accessible end of the instrument is

capped with a Swagelock tee that has septums providing a seal to the tube chamber.
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Figure 2-17 is a photo of an instrument cluster. Figure 2-18 is a schematic of the basic
instrument cluster layout.

Sand Surface

111 Coarse Sand Drain
	 Instrument Cluster w/Station number	 14

Figure 2-15: Instrument Cluster Locations as viewed from front of sandbox
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Figure 2-16: Configuration of automated data systems for TDR and
tensiometers
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Figure 2-17: Detail photo of side view of instrumentation cluster
at station 28.
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Approx. I"

Figure 2-18: General schematic of instrument cluster viewed from the side.
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2.4 Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR)

2.4.1 Theory of Time Domain Reflectometry

Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) measures the dielectric constant of material that a

waveguide probe is surrounded by. The dielectric constant of water at 25°C is 78.54

(Hasted, 1972 in Wilson et al., 1995). Air and fused silica have dielectric constants of

1.00054 and 3.78 respectively. Typical sandy or silty soils with some organic matter

have dielectric constants ranging from 3 to 5 (Wilson, et al.). The large difference in

dielectric properties between water and other components typically found in soil forms

the basis of water content determination using TDR. Cable testers measure the travel

time of a wave pulse sent through a cable by sending a pulse out and waiting for the

reflected signal to return from the end of the cable. For a constant cable length,

differences in the dielectric properties of the material surrounding the cable will influence

the two way travel time of the electromagnetic signal. As the dielectric constant

increases in value, the travel time is increased as well. By knowing the length of a TDR

probe placed into the soil, the relationship between the amount of water present (with it's

large dielectric value) and the two way travel time of a signal enables accurate

determination of the water content near the probe waveguide.

Topp et al. (1980) identified a single polynomial function that describes the

relationship between the measured apparent dielectric constant, Ka, and the volumetric

water content of the soil, where

0,, = (-530 + 292 Ka —5.5.	 + 0.043. ea)/10 4 (13)
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This equation has been shown to be valid over a wide range of soil types and water

contents (Topp et al, 1980). Deviations from this "universal" calibration equation have

been shown to exist in soils with a high organic matter content at volumetric water

contents below 0.20 (Roth, et al. 1992) and in soils with a large amount of Fe bearing

minerals such as magnetite, hematite and goethite (Robinson, et al., 1994). Clay rich

soils also distort the determination of Ka at low water contents, where the differences

between the bound water content dielectric (Ka 6 to 32) and the free flowing water

dielectric begins to influence the bulk Ka value.

The apparent dielectric constant, Ka, is found with a TDR system by using the

following relationship

_	 _

Ka= 
colt 

2 .L
-

where co is the speed of light in a vacuum (299792458 m/s), t t is the two way travel time

of a signal (ns), and L is the apparent length of the waveguide probe exposed to the

porous medium (m). The value for tt is found by match points on a waveform that

correspond to the entrance of a probe into the soil and the end of the probe, where the

signal is reflected. Figure 2-19 shows the two match points in reference to the

waveguide.

2

(14)
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Figure 2-19: TDR waveform and it's features in reference to a waveguide probe. (from Dynamax
TDR system manual, 1997).
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The first matchpoint in TDR waveform rises due to the spreading of the two wire leads

from the coaxial cable. This spread of the two conducting wires increases the impedance

of the system, which causes a rise in the waveform signal. As the wave pulse exits the

handle of the probe, the dielectric increases (in moist soils) and the impedance decreases,

deflecting the waveform signal downward. The point in time at which this occurs on the

waveform is designated as matchpoint ti.  The point where the initial rising limb begins

to climb is designated as matchpoint ti .bis. The difference between ti and ti .bis is the

two way travel time through the handle of the TDR waveguide probe. As the signal

progressively travels down the waveguide rods, the total resistance of the system is

decreasing due to the water content of the soil. As a result, the waveform continues to

smoothly descend due to the decreasing impedance of the signal. The t2 matchpoint

represents the ends of the rods, where high impedance suddenly occurs due to the open

circuit in the system.

2.4.2 TACQ software system

The Dynamax TDR system used in the experiment came with a computer code,

TACQ, which automatically determined the ti .bis, ti and t2 matchpoints based on fitting

tangent lines to the rising and falling limbs. The code identified where a rising or

descending limb tangent intersects a horizontal tangent to the local maximum or local

minimum of the waveform. The TACQ system was able to consistently identify the

ti .bis and t2 portion of the waveform with the probes and multiplexers used in the

sandbox system. However, it had considerable difficulty accurately and precisely

locating the ti matchpoint, a critical task for water content determination. It was found
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that the best method of identifying ti was to visually identify it from actual waveforms

over a wide range of water contents for each probe in the system. Subsequently, the new

ti value was used in conjunction with the TACQ identified t2 value to determine the

apparent dielectric of the system surrounding each probe.

The software setup for the automated recording of the waveforms involved

specifying probe dimensions, setting recording intervals, and activating multiplexed

probes in sequence. The physical TDR system made use of 2 16-channel multiplexers as

seen in Figure 2-16. A coaxial line was run from the Tektronix 1502C cable tester to a

center BNC connection on the first multiplexer unit. The first channel on multiplexer 1

was then connected to a center BNC connection on multiplexer 2 with another coaxial

cable. This left 15 channels available on each multiplexer 1 and 16 channels available on

multiplexer 2 for connecting the 30 TDR probes. The TACQ software (v2.3)

configuration files store information about each individual probe. Therefore, as soon as

the TDR probes were installed and connected to the system their individual waveforms

were inspected. The software allows for a "virtual" window to be moved around the

waveform signal with respect to the time axis (x-axis). The window on the computer

screen mimics the waveform seen on the cable tester screen. TACQ records 251

datapoints to describe the waveform found within this window. Therefore, the position

of the window for a given probe is critical in enabling the TACQ software to have

enough information to adequately determine the ti .bis, ti and t2 matchpoints. Just as

with a single probe connected to a cable tester, the parameters such as vp (velocity

propagation) and DIST/MULT can be set in the software to influence the expanse of the
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window of data sampling. The advantage from this system is that slight differences in

cable lengths between probes do not interfere with accurate water content determinations.

However, the disadvantage is that when manually configuring the window for each

probe, the values in time recorded by the software does not enable direct comparison

between probes. This is because the travel times recorded are measured from the

leftmost edge of the window to the rightmost edge of the window.

While specifying probe and multiplexer connections in the software, TACQ

allows for individual probe lengths. To take advantage of this, during the construction of

the TDR probes meticulous measurements of the rod lengths and Swagelock fitting

dimensions were taken with calipers. With these measurements, the length of rod

exposed to the porous medium could be calculated based on the amount of rod left

sticking out of the nylon fitting on the open air side of the steel plate. Figure 2-20 shows

the detail of the TDR probe construction. The goal of the probe length was 4" (10.16cm).

In practice, the average probe length was 10.07 cm with a standard deviation of 0.04 cm.

In the TACQ setup screen, the probe lengths of each individual probe was specified

based on the measurement calculations.
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Figure 2-20: Top view detail of TIM probe construction. The wires split from the coaxial line are
soldered into place in the brass fitting.
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The TACQ software generates three data files during operation. A waveform file,

a water content file based on the waveform interpretation, and a bulk electrical

conductivity file. TACQ allows for the recording of only the waveform file to speed up

the data collection process. Later, on another computer, the waveform files were read in

and translated to water contents using the TACQ software. With only the waveform files

being recorded, acquisition time was on average about 6 seconds per station per reading.

A complete loop through all 30 stations could then be done in 180 seconds. TACQ was

set to record data at 5 second intervals from the last recording event. As a result, every

185 seconds a station was sampled when collecting water content data. During the

experiment, BEC data was also collected. To do this, TACQ takes the voltage reading of

the waveform at 6 locations. First, it determines the voltage reading for the portion of the

waveform inside the cable tester (this is a zero for the system). Then it moves the

sampling window, described above, 25 datapoints to the left of the leftmost setting of the

screen window (as set by the user prior to use). Then it takes a voltage reading just prior

to the initial rising limb at tl.bis. Another voltage reading is taken on the descending

limb of the waveform. Then a final voltage reading is taken 500 m (in converted travel

time) to the right of the right hand portion of the screen. At this distance, the rising limb

waveform variations from the multiple reflections of the pulse are well attenuated to a

steady voltage reading. The initial zero of the cable tester and the final voltage at

distance were the values used for calibration and evaluation of salt tracer data. The

collection of the BEC data significantly increased the time to take a reading at each

station. To optimize data collection during early times, two different configuration files
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were created for use with the TACQ system. First, a file was created with only 10

stations being connected to the multiplexer system. As TACQ automatically worked

through the system the sampling interval could be reduced by a factor of 3. While this

limited the coverage of the data monitoring, it did enable more data to be collected where

the initial vertical infiltration event was occurring. A second configuration file was

created before the experiment with all of the probes and multiplexers being used. To

switch from one configuration to the next, the TACQ program was stopped, the first

configuration file was renamed, the second configuration file was copied to the TACQ

directory and then TACQ was restarted. When TACQ was restarted it used the new

configuration file. Total time to switch the configuration files was about 1-2 minutes.

TACQ generated about 8 Mb of data a day when the BEC and waveform files

were being generated. With only waveform files being generated, the total amount of

data approaches 20 Mb per day with continuous sampling. Translation of waveform files

to water content files on a Pentium 166 PC took about 12 minutes for the 8 Mb file and

23 minutes for the 20 Mb file on average. Subsequently, the water content files and the

BEC files were placed into an MS-Access database for analysis.

2.4.3 TDR Water Content Determination

TACQ was not able to consistently identify a tl matchpoint that yielded accurate

water contents. This was not a fault of the software design; two factors limited the ability

of the software. First, while waveforms for the first multiplexer were well defined, the
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waveforms of probes connected to the second multiplexer were strongly attenuated by the

increased cable length of the system. The attenuation was clearly demonstrated by

comparing the region near the ti matchpoint between probes on different multiplexers.

For the first multiplexer, there is a well defined peak, for the 2' multiplexer the peak is

spread over a wide time scale. A second complication that limited the TACQ program

was derived from the construction design of the TDR probes. Figure 2-20 shows the wire

pathway for a signal. First the pulse exits the coaxial cable as it is split into two wires,

then these wires enter a brass fitting connector, the pulse continues through the brass

fitting and then begins to travel down the SS rod. The blue area in Figure 2-20 is an air

gap present in the system. The nuts for the Swagelock fitting do not come in contact with

the rod itself. Eventually, the pulse encounters the nylon fitting, travels past the fitting

and then enters the soil. Several reflections will result from this design from the varying

impedance of the system. First, the initial rising limb of the waveform is caused by

separation of the wires, then when the pulse eventually encounters the nylon fitting, a

partial reflection occurs from the change in dielectric. This is seen as a 2nd peak in the

waveform for probes connected to the first multiplexer. When the pulse encounters the

wet soil, the waveform shape resembles Figure 2-19 with a gradual descent until the

reflection at the end of the rods. This waveform behavior resulting from changes in

dielectric material over the length of a rod was seen in early work done by Topp et.al

(1985). In their field experiments, intentional changes of the dielectric of material

surrounding the transmission wire were utilized to create small peaks along the

waveform. These peaks corresponded to the beginnings and ends of the different
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dielectric materials. Figure 2-21 is a plot of the waveforms that they generated with the

discontinuous dielectric waveguide transmission line sections.

Figure 2-21: Comparison between TDR probe transmission
lines with continuous dielectric properties and those with
discontinuous properties (from Topp et. al, 1985).

Figure 2-22 shows a collection of waveforms recorded at station 30 in the sandbox facility. Vertical lines

intersecting the waveform identify the matchpoints.
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Figure 2-22: Collection of waveforms at station 30 from wetting up of porous medium. The
third vertical line from the left is the manually chosen ti matchpoint.
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To generate Figure 2-22, the raw waveform files were used. These files record

information on the probe length, vp settings, DIST/MULT settings, sample type, time,

and originally 251 datapoints describing the waveform in a single row of data. However,

when importing these to MS-Excel or Access, the maximum number of columns is 255.

This causes the last 6 data points to be cut off, and this can be seen at the right hand edge

of Figure 2-22. The datafile itself only contains the voltage reading at each of these

points, not the position of it. The position is found by assuming that 251 data points are

evenly distributed over the length of the sample window. The DIST/MULT setting was

0.05, which means that each of the 10 divisions of the virtual cable tester screen were

0.05 m in width. The total window width was 0.5 m. The distance between each

datapoint could be found by dividing the number of datapoints by the screen width. To

find the exact position of an individual point, the point order number is multiplied by the

datapoint interval value. For example, datapoint number 25 is multiplied by 0.5/251

giving it a position of 0.0498 m in the plot in Figure 2-22.

To convert the water content matchpoint times into a distance position a similar

process was carried out. The matchpoint times are given in ns values. The vp setting for

all readings was set to 0.66. This value represents the percentage of the speed of light in

a vacuum that the signal is traveling at. This is a typical propagation velocity of a signal

pulse as it travels through polyethylene shielded coaxial cables. The matchpoint times

recorded by TACQ represent the two way travel times. The waveform screen represents

distances from a one way travel time. Therefore, to find the position in m of a point

based on time the following formula is used
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Position(x) = • (vp • co • 0.000000001)	 (15)

where x is the position in meters, tt is time in ns, vp is (-), and co is the speed of light in

m/s. The converted matchpoint times are shown in Figure 2-22.

As in Figure 2-22 for station 30, 30 waveforms were utilized for each station to

manually pick the ti matchpoint. These waveforms were chosen to demonstrate the

behavior of the waveform over a wide range of water contents during the initial wetting

up process of the porous medium. To pick ti, several criteria were chosen. The

waveform for probes connected to multiplexer 1 all showed the second, minor peak, quite

well. The ti matchpoint was picked at the local maximum of this peak. As seen in

Figure 2-22, the break in the rising slope of the dry waveforms can also be used as an

identifying point for the ti matchpoint. For probes connected to multiplexer 2, it was

slightly more difficult to identify the position of the second peak because the signal was

severely attenuated by the increased cable lengths of the system. Figure 2-23 illustrates a

typical set of waveforms for multiplexer 2. The minor peak is contained within the

entire, wide, primary peak. The dry waveforms were not useful for identifying the ti

position because their breakpoint in waveform for these was not identifiable.
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Figure 2-23: TDR waveforms with matchpoints from multiplexer 2. The ti point
was chosen to be the point at which the waveform began to descend in response to
the porous medium dielectric.
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An important process occurred before and during the experiment that allowed for the

verification of the accuracy of the manually selected matchpoint methodology described

above. When the flow system was connected and flowing, deaired water was allowed to

flow into the soil at a continuous rate from the porous tubing network. With time, the

low gas content water would strip out the entrapped air within the pore space through

diffusional processes. This effect could clearly be seen at several locations near the inlet

boundary. The flow regime, as will be demonstrated by dye pictures in chapter 3, flowed

downward diagonally near station 14. During the course of the experiment, the water

content steadily increased at the probe location, and it appears that the effects of salt in

the system were not responsible for this result. Figure 2-24 illustrates the behavior of the

TDR water content determination in conjunction with the salt plume moving past the

instrument location. The highest value of 0, measured by the TDR probe at station

towards the end of the experiment was 0.371. This is in close agreement with the

calculated porosity for the entire system of 0.36. Before redefining the ti matchpoint

based on waveform analysis, the TACQ analysis software matchpoint definition resulted

in a 0, reading of 0.45 at the end of the experiment. The close agreement between

measured water content and porosity is the strongest evidence to support the ti

matchpoint process. Before beginning the experiment, the flow system was run for some

time. Station 19 also exhibits the same behavior as station 14, but the water content

leveled out before the beginning of the experiment. Pre-correction TDR determination of

0, was 0.45 at station 19, after waveform analysis 0, for the duration of the experiment

was 0.37.
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Station 14 wetting up
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Figure 2-24: Station 14 slowly wetting up over time during the experiment. Voltage
(thicker line) is decreasing with a rise in salt concentration. For the same voltage level
before and after the highest concentration the water content has experienced a steady
rise in value. Variations in voltage will be discussed in the experimental results section.
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2.4.4 Salt Calibration of TDR probes

Calibrations for determining the concentration of KC1 in the synthetic aquifer

were carried out using sample cells packed to a known water content and salt

concentration. The sample cells were constructed to allow for a large enough area to

contain the electrical field generated by the waveform pulse. For the experiment, KC1

was applied at a concentration of 3 g/L from the point source zone. The calibrations were

carried out using sand that was pre-mixed to a calculated water content at 4 different

concentrations of KC1; 1.0 g/L, 2.5 g/L, 3 g/L, and 4g/L. The 0's were 0.15, 0.25, 0.29,

and 0.4. Previous work has demonstrated the linearity of the salt concentration-TDR

voltage response at concentrations below 7-10 g/L (Ward, 1995). Linear calibration

curves were constructed for the various water content-salt concentration data sets. These

concentrations and water contents were selected to bracket the expected values of Ov and

concentration that would occur during the experiment. Most water contents encountered

during the experiment were on the order of 0.28 to 0.30. Two methods of salt calibration

were utilized for data analysis. The first approach was to use solely the data available

from the 0.29 Ov calibration. However, an unsaturated regime exists at station 1 and near

stations 2, 3, and 4. Additionally, the wetting up (diffusional deairing) of the stations

near the inlet boundary lead to complications in the data analysis. Therefore, a 3-D

calibration effort was undertaken using the 4 linear calibration functions.

The calibration samples were created in a similar manner as the bags of sand for

the packing regimen. A known mass of water was added to washed and oven dried sand

inside a 1 gallon ziplock bag. The mixture was kneaded until evenly wet, air was

evacuated as much as possible, and the bag was placed inside another bag and allowed to

sit for at least 24 hours. The mixtures for Ov of 0.15, 0.25 and 0.29 were relatively easy

to create and pack. The fully saturated mixture proved to be difficult to pack, as the

grains were essentially floating as the packing was carried out and considerable losses

occurred due to spillage. A major problem was that the cell would drain as the packed

soil matrix was compressed during the cell installation for the calibration process. As the

cell water partially drained, the remaining soil would sometimes slump, leaving a small
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air gap at the TDR rod entrance into the soil, rendering the measurement invalid.

Repeated attempts on were made at the high water content range calibration, and

eventually only 2 data points were acquired and deemed to be useful.

The cell design was a 4" diameter ABS plastic tube that was 5" long. A SS screen

was attached at the base to enable easy cleaning after each use. The crucial parameter for

use with the TDR probe was the measure of the diameter. The final voltage of the rising

limb portion of the TDR waveform is due to the electrical losses over a large area. To

mimic the real behavior of a TDR probe in the sandbox, the cell diameter needed to be

larger than the area covered by the electrical field generated during the passage of the

waveform pulse. J.H. Knight presented an analytical solution for a two rod TDR probe to

define the proportion of total energy in the area around two rods (Knight, 1992).

J(f, b, d) ln (f / b)/ ln(2d / b) (16)

Where f is the outer radius of the field, b is the outer radius of the TDR rod from the

central point of the rod, d is half the distance between the axes of the probe rods, and J is

the energy contained within the field dimensions. A plot of the solution is in Figure 2-25.

The minimum dimensions required by the analytical solution for a sample cell radius

would be 2.6 cm (f radius) + 2.54 cm rod spacing + 2.6 cm (2nd f radius from second rod),

for a total of 7.74 cm (3.04 in). The cell radius of 4 inches allowed for differences from

the analytical solution and error in centering the probe into the center of the cell during

sample emplacement.
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Figure 2-25: Plot of energy contained within the electrical field radius around
a single rod of a two rod TDR probe.
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A 2' by 2' by 1/4" thick 316 SS plate was used as a mockup of the SS plate on the

sandbox. For safety, the plate was placed in the horizontal position on top of a Black and

Decker Workmate@ bench (B+D, 1996, made in Canada). Four holes were drilled into

the plate in an exact replica of an instrument cluster. A spare tensiometer (without

transducer) and sampler were placed into the sample with the TDR rods so that the

influence of the SS metal from these components would be accounted for. The

preparation sequence was to first wash the sand (to remove any possible salts and fines)

and oven dry it. The sample bag for a specific water content and concentration was then

created. Dimensions of the cell before use were taken (the ABS cell would warp in the

oven) including the radius, depth, and empty weight. The sand was then packed into the

cell by pouring in small layers and compacting and repeating until the cell was full. The

cell was then placed below the TDR rods protruding downward from the SS plate and

then carefully slid upward until the upper surface of the cell was in complete contact with

the steel plate. At this point a wood support was placed below the cell to hold it in place.

Then the tensiometer and sampler were installed through the appropriate fittings into the

sample cell medium. At this point, 8-10 measurements of the TDR waveform were taken

using the TACQ software. The tensiometer and sampler were then removed, and the

sample cell was carefully removed from the test apparatus. The sample cell was then

cleaned up on the outside to remove any sand and/or water and then a packed wet weight

was taken. The cell was then placed in an oven at 105 °C for 24 hours and then

reweighed. From early tests it was found that 24 hours was insufficient to completely dry

the sample cell. Therefore, for the tests used in the salt calibration a weight was taken at
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24 hours, then at about 30-36 hours until it was a measure that no longer varied. The

error in not fully drying the sand was on the order of 0.02-0.05 0„ for the very wet

samples (0.29+ O w). A plot of the usable calibration results for the salt concentrations at

various water contents is in Figure 2-26

TDR salt calibrations
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Figure 2-26: Results for TDR system salt calibrations. Equation fits are:

0, 14.8, y = -73.195x + 1423.9; 0, 25.2, y = -187.1x + 1353.7;  O 28.9 , y = -229.1x + 1299.7;

0,, 40.2, y = -337.58x + 1180.1
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The y-axis in Figure 2-26 is the voltage difference between the final voltage level of the

rising limb portion of the waveform and the voltage of the waveform before the tl .bis

matchpoint. A dataset collection of points was generated using the equations derived

physical calibrations for use in the 3-D calibration method. The 3-D calibration was done

using the program TableCurve 3D, a statistical software package produced by SPSS. The

software reads in a set of data points and then fits a large variety and number of equation

classes (for this calibration about 26000 equations of classes such as simple, polynomial,

rational, and non-linear). The software routine then allows you to rank and view the best

fits using a variety of criteria such as residuals and f-statistics. For the 3-D calibration,

the gravimetrically determined water content and the vDiff TDR response were treated as

independent variables with the actual concentration occupying the dependent z-variable.

By generating a large number of data points using the linear fit equations (using Aconc.

of 0.1 g/L from 0 to 4) an exceptionally good mathematical fit to the calibration equations

was obtained. Figure 2-27 is an output graph from TableCurve 3D The inspection

process to determine if the 3-D fit is good involves rotating the image around and

checking for points lying out of plane of the best fit equation. Also very helpful was a

graphical view of the residuals of the solution fit, which better illustrate the biases of the

fit. As can be seen in Figure 2-28, this bias and the total residual errors are nearly

insignificant with respect to the ability of the function to match the calibration equations.

Figure 2-28 also displays the coefficient values for the equation class identified in the

title of Figure 2-27. It is important to point out that initially plotting just the experimental

data resulted in an extremely poor fit, with residual errors in KC1 concentration
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approaching 1-1.5 g/L at the lower water content ranges. Also, function solutions

exhibiting better statistical fits were completely impractical for use as predictive surfaces.

They often exhibited massive spikes or undulating waves that would not match real world

data

Figure 2 -27: 3-D calibration fi t of the linear calibration equations for the vDiff TDR response,

gravimetrically determined Cl„, and the concentration of KCI in the sample.
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TDR Calibrations
Rank 1 Eqn 312 1=a+b/x+cy+ci/e2+ey"2+fy/x+g/x^3+hy^3+iyA2/x+jy/x^2

rA2=0.99999995 DF Adj rA2=0.99999994 FitStdErr=0.00031308062 Fstat=3.67614e+08
a=4.0149352 b=-229.19712 c=-0.00214673 d=9309.4107 e=6.2190615e-09

f=0.04718671 g=-37575.949 b=7.5232046e-13 i=-2.6758603e-07 0-3.2150611

Figure 2-28: Illustration of the residuals of the best fit equation found using TableCurve 31).
Statistical properties of the fit and equation coefficients are displayed below the main title
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One of the most important features of Figures 2-27 and 2-28 is that the water content,

Theta V, was determined gravimetrically while using TDR to measure the vDiff

response. It is not possible to accurately measure the water content (via Ka

determination) due to the effect of the salt conductivity on the position of the inflection

point that defines t2.

The effect of the salt solutions on the behavior of a waveform can be seen in

Figure 2-29. Figure 2-29 illustrates the progressive movement of the t2 matchpoint using

a TDR probe placed in 3 different solutions of varying concentration of salts. There are

two main effects, the t2 matchpoint moves progressively further in time due to the

changing dielectric properties of the solution and the total waveform is deflected. To see

how this behavior manifested itself in the actual sandbox, a plot of the waveforms

immediately below the point source can be seen in Figure 2-30. Figure 2-30 illustrates

the deflection of the rising limb of the waveform due to the presence of KC1 in solution.

These waveforms were taken from station 1, immediately below the point source for the

contaminant delivery system. By 11:06 PM, the KC1 concentration was sustained at 3

g/L of KC1 flowing past the TDR probe. The actual effect on the position of t2 is slight,

but it is enough to influence the determination of the dielectric constant. Another

problem with automated readings for the salt is that as the rising limb is deflected, the

automated tangent matching routine in the TACQ software begins to have difficulty

defining the proper position to setup for the determination of t2. This could possibly be

solved by changing the dist/mull setting, but this would also lower the resolution of the

waveform significantly. The net effect was to introduce significant noise in the water
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content determination for several, but not all, TDR probe locations. This noise, coupled

with the inherent physical effect of salt on the t2 matchpoint, makes the TDR system

inaccurate for water content determinations in the presence of significant amounts of

electrolytes.

TDR for various solutions
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Figure 2-29: Behavior of TDR waveform due to the introduction of salts. A, = 1.0 to isolate
the effect on the t2 matchpoint in a system with ideal waveforms.
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Station 1 Salt Waveforms
Nov 20, 1998
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Figure 2-30: Effect of KC1 concentration on the waveform at station 1. KC1
concentration is increasing with time.
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Figures 2-31 and 2-32 illustrate the noise issue just discussed. The first plot shows what

would normally be considered a fair representation of a successful match of ti and t2 to a

waveform. Figure 2-32 shows an error in waveform interpretation exactly one

measurement cycle later. These waveform measurements were taken in the middle of the

salt plume passing through station 22. The net result was often a series of fair

measurements followed by a series of poor measurements. Lastly, when the rising limb

was deflected, the corresponding tangent line was turned to a slightly shallower angle.

The software actually interpreted this by moving t2 to the LEFT of the correct position,

causing the TDR determined water content to be LOWER than it should be. This

occurred even when the inflection point of the waveform was migrating to the right of the

screen. The noise in the system can be seen extremely well in the data for station 16.

The effect on the water content determination can be seen in Figure 2-33.

Figure 2-33 shows that in some cases, you can differentiate the presence of the

salt in the fluid by looking only at the water content determination history. The most

important points are that the presence of concentrated solutes will affect the physical

measurement and possibly the software determination of matchpoints. In either case, the

water content and solute concentration measurements using TDR are coupled. This

coupling can make it difficult to obtain an accurate reading of water content with a great

deal of precision. However, trends can still be seen and it is useful to have both

measurements recorded so that phenomena such as that in Figure 2-24 can be observed.

For the experiment, I took the average value of the initial water content before salt plume

arrival to be the water content for the duration of the experiment. Exceptions were made
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where there was a clear difference in water content readings not due to the presence of

salt. In the case of station 14, the rise in water content was evident, despite salt

influences on the readings. To enable accurate salt concentration calculations, it was

assumed that the change in water content was linear between the beginning of the salt

arrival and the end of the salt plume when the major portion of the plume had been

flushed away. Interpolated data for water content was used at stations 6 and 14 for

concentration determination using this method.

-TACQ    

el l3A  Auto rni 6 1F A          
Time 1.bis = 0.39, Time 1 = 0.91, Time 2 = 4.13, Travel time = 3.22 ns. M
Vol. Water Content = 0.383 Press EY]= accept, [R]= reject, [D]= re-do, EAluto:

Date: 0 13:34:05 Probe ID: 10
DIST/DIV: .05 m, VP: .66, Probe length: .100071

IEZE

Figure 2-31: Correct placement of the ti and t2matching region for rising limb
portion of waveform.
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Figure 2-32: Incorrect placement of matching region for rising limb portion of waveform. T2
matchpoint is deflected to the right, resulting in a higher water content determination. Note that
the concentration of salt hasn't changed, only the interpretation results of the software.
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Figure 2-33: Station 16 TDR data. The noise in the measurements was due to the movement of
the t2 matchpoint. The noise was found in both salt and non-salt fluid data. The Vf data
illustrates the breakthrough curve for the contaminant plume. The presence of the salt caused
the water content determination to offset about 4% 0‘,.
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2.5 Automated Tensiometry System

A tensiometer measures the pressure head of the soil. Essentially, the instrument

consists of a water filled tube connected to a porous cup on one end and pressure gauge at

the other end. Water movement will occur through the porous cup into the soil until the

total potential energy of the water inside the tensiometer is equal to the total potential

energy outside of the instrument. The porous cup is selected so that water cannot be

completely pulled out of the fine pore space of the cup by the matric potential of the soil

water system.

The gauge used for the tensiometers in the synthetic aquifer was a Honeywell

143PC30P MicroSwitch pressure transducer. The pressure range for the transducer was

± 2.5 p.s.i. with a maximum overpressure rating of 20 p.s.i. The transducers were the

differential type, where one port is open to the atmosphere and the other port was

connected to the tensiometer tube. The transducers were mounted to a SS plate welded to

the tensiometer tube body by fine thread screws backed with nuts and washers, as seen in

Figure 2-17. A viton 0-ring was used to provide the compression seal between the

transducer body and the tensiometer tube. The entire instrument was installed in the

horizontal position. Therefore, the calibrated pressure readings provided directly by the

transducer were considered to be an accurate measure of the matric potential of the

system. There are 3 wire leads that are connected to the transducer. A ground wire, a

power supply wire connected to a terminal block power supply, and a signal wire that

transmits the voltage response of the transducer to the National Instruments SCB-100

signal block.
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The pressure membrane inside the housing of the transducer flexes in response to

the applied suction from water draining due to matric pressure or from the positive

pressure applied by the hydraulically connected water inside and outside the tensiometer.

The flex leads to a change in resistance of a current applied across the back of the

membrane, which in turn affects the voltage response under a constant current. This

voltage response to changes in pressure via the membrane flexing is the basis of the

pressure measurement. A calibration between applied pressures and voltage response

was carried out for each individual transducer to obtain accurate measurement of the soil

matric potential at the 30 instrument clusters.

2.5.1 Tensiometer Calibration

The tensiometers were calibrated before installation and in situ using a 2 m high

water manometer. This would enable calibration over a maximum range of ± 2.8 p.s.i.

The calibration process involved connecting on port of the transducer to the manometer

and then recording the voltage at 10 pressure values over a range of about 2 m of water.

A null point (atmospheric pressure) reading was usually done before, in the middle of,

and after the applied pressures. Initial pre-installation calibrations were carried out using

a linear fit to the voltage response dataset. Investigation of the experimental data and a

closer analysis of the voltage-pressure relationship led to the use of a 2nd order

polynomial equation being used to fit the data. A typical plot of this calibration can be

seen in Figure 2-34.

Calibration pressures had to be applied in a gradual manner (5-10 cm 1120 per

second) to prevent overpressuring the transducer membrane and destroying the
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instrument. Additionally, during installation of the pressure transducer to the previously

installed tensiometer tube, the transducer housing had to be softly seated into the

tensiometer to prevent overpressuring problems.

Figure 2-34: Typical calibration curve for a Honeywell 143PCO3D Micro Switch
pressure transducer. This differential calibration was done in situ.
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2.5.2 Automated Tensiometer Data Acquisition

National Instruments Lab View data acquisition and processing software was used

in conjunction with the SCB-100 signal block to record the voltages from the

tensiometers. The software code to process the data was put together by Eric Henry at

the University of Arizona Hydrology and Water Resources Department. The code allows

for variable selection of single, multiple, or all the channels available for recording. Each

transducer was assigned a channel number corresponding to the available connection on

the SCB-100 signal block. Sampling is done simultaneously for the entire pressure

transducer system; therefore snapshots of voltage can be readily taken during the course

of an experiment. The software code allowed for a variable selection of recording time

intervals. For the experiment, voltages were recorded every five minutes. A text file was

exported by the software for importation into any commonly available spreadsheet or

database software at intervals determined by user input. Theoretically, a single file could

be used for an entire experiment, but for safekeeping of the data the files were created on

a 1-3 day interval.

2.6 Data Processing

The advantages offered by automated instrumentation are too numerous to list.

However, there is a price to be paid for collecting large amounts of automated data. The

volumes of data quickly become too large to be processed manually on a computer

system. For this experiment, extensive use of Visual Basic for Applications subroutines

combined with MS-Excel 97 and MS-Access 97 were utilized to manage the dataset. The

dataset was comprised of the data gathered over a 2 1/2 month period for the retention
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curves and the data generated during the 1 1/2 month long transport experiment. The

retention curve automated data collection collected 21 Mb of data per day. This rate of

collection creates a dataset of 1.6 Gb for the retention curves. The transport experiment

generated data at a much smaller rate, about 9 Mb per day, leading to a full dataset size of

405 Mb. These amounts are for the raw data files. TACQ was used to translate the large

waveform files (usually 17-20 Mb, and 7-8 Mb in size) into water content files with the

matchpoint times and times of waveform creation. These files were usually about 3001(13

to 1 Mb in size for each day of analysis. Translation time using TACQ ran about 20

minutes for a full day of TDR readings; about 40 hours of pure computer time were

needed to carry out the translations.

To facilitate data analysis and understanding, numerous Visual Basic routines

were used in the following processes. First, the text files were automatically imported

into MS-Excel and reconfigured to appropriate formats for each column of data. Other

routines exported the files into the MS-Access relational database. Within the database,

automated SQL statements and forms were utilized to facilitate flexible data analysis.

Routines were built to allow for the creation of graphs on demand of water content,

pressure levels, and salt concentrations, allowing for use input to automatically adjust

primary and secondary X and Y-axes. The use of a database greatly enhanced user

ability to implement changes in calibration routines to datasets by changing only a few

lines of SQL code. Therefore, when changes were made to the transducer and TDR

calibration methods, the new values for the entire dataset could be automatically
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corrected in a matter of seconds, and the new values exported for analysis in other

software such as surfer.

There were 3 primary database custom applications that were created. For the

sand packing regime, a small database was constructed to keep track of sand masses, bags

used, and for calculation of bulk density parameters. Another database was constructed

for the retention curve data. Initially, the waveform files were going to be incorporated

into the database, but an extremely large hard drive was not available for data

manipulation and storage of that much data at one time. As an example, the retention

curve database with just the reduced water content files and voltage data is currently 370

Mb. A 3 rd database was built to contain the main experimental data.

2.7 Summary of Synthetic Aquifer System Design

The synthetic aquifer facility is well equipped for the investigation of fluid

transport phenomena within unsaturated porous media. Comprehensive instrumentation

for monitoring the water content, pressure levels, and solute concentrations is present for

use with automated sampling software. The flow system has unique properties, in that it

can provide water to the capillary fringe to simulate groundwater movement through this

region. The glass plate on one side enables visual verification and analysis of transport

phenomena. The addition of dye to the solutions being used further enhances this

capability. The facility has been designed for compatible use with corrosive and reactive

fluids. With all of these design properties, the system is very capable of being used to

produce world class research in hydrology.
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Chapter 3: Contaminant migration in the capillary fringe from a
surface point source

3.1: Introduction

Conceptual models of contaminant transport within the vadose zone region of

aquifers are not complete for many industry and some academic practitioners. The

capillary fringe zone, where the pore spaces are fully saturated but the fluid is under

tension, is typically ignored in the conceptual and numerical model for a contaminated

field site. To illuminate and expand the model paradigm, the synthetic aquifer was built

to demonstrate contaminant plume behavior from a surface point source as it advects

vertically from the surface through the unsaturated zone into the capillary fringe where

plume migration pathways mimic the horizontal advective processes of typical

groundwater transport. To further understanding of field site processes, a clean flush

from the point source was then done to simulate conditions on the vadose zone plume

after a spill has occurred and the fluid source area is still contributing flow to the system.

Figure 3-1 (a-c) illustrates the conceptual model for the experiment. There are 3 phases

to the contamination event. In Figure 3-1(a), a hypothetical polluter has created an

unlined disposal pit for a non-hazardous waste stream from a plant. The pit continually

supplies the underlying aquifer with water and has formed a slight groundwater mound

extending from the top of the capillary fringe towards the surface. In Figure 3-1 (b) there

is an accidental release of a dissolved contaminant into the waste stream that fills the

disposal pit, infiltrates the vadose zone and is transported inside the capillary fringe.
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Figure 3-1 (c) illustrates the initial infiltration of the clean water stream from the surface

point source. It would normally be expected that the infiltrating clean water will flush

out the plume zone within the aquifer. With dissolved organic contaminants that have a

high retardation factor, the ability of the system to purge itself with flushing alone is

problematic. However, this is expected in any system. The conceptual model presented

is extermely simplistic, and ignores spacial variability of soil material that lead to

hydraulic conductivity variability, sorption variability, preferential flowpaths, etc.

However, the model is useful for envisioning a lab scale experiment that is designed to

remove the complexities of the normal systems encountered in the interest of exploring

fundamental flow behaviors that may be hidden from examination due to the spatial

variability of natural systems.
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Figure 3-1 (a-c) : Hypothetical scenario for capillary fringe contaminant transport.
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3.2: Experimental Design

3.2.1 - Experiment Goal

This synthetic aquifer was utilized to illustrate the behavior of a system that is

analogous to the hypothetical situation outlined above. There were two primary goals that

the experiment was designed to demonstrate:

1. A point source surface contaminant source leaking into the ground and

developing a plume that migrates primarily by advection horizontally through

the capillary fringe; and

2. Soil flushing complications that may lead to inaccurate plume delineation in

the vertical domain as well as a reduction in flushing efficiency at the plume

boundaries in the vertical domain

The experiment made use of a contaminant solution composed of a mixture of

3.0 g/L KC1 salt, 50 mg/L Erioglaucine dye, and deionized water. The dye was included

to enable visual inspection of the contaminant plume behavior through the front glass of

the synthetic aquifer. The KC1 salt was used to monitor the contaminant migration using

the TDR system. Since KC1 can be used as a conservative tracer, it also enabled a

calculation of the retardation of the Erioglaucine dye to be determined. The experiment

was run in 2 phases. Phase 1 consisted of infiltrating the contaminant mixture at the ABS

box location into a steady state flow system. Phase 2 consisted of a flushing event with

clean deionized water being input from the ABS box source area.
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3.2.2 - Boundary Conditions and Flow Regime

The initial boundary conditions for the experiment were a constant head boundary

at both ends of the synthetic aquifer with a constant flux point source at the ABS box

location. Figure 3-2 is a schematic of the initial boundary conditions. The constant head

boundaries on either side of the synthetic aquifer are controlled by overflow from 2000

ml beakers. The constant flux boundary was set using a calibrated Accuflow piston

pump with water being applied to the ABS box as seen illustrated in chapter 2. The

boundary conditions were setup to maximize instrument spatial coverage of the

contaminant plume just beneath the ABS box and extending into the capillary fringe.

The total head difference of 15 cm across the box was set with a constant head

boundary of 116 cm on the inlet side and constant head boundary of 101 cm on the outlet

side. Of the 15 cm of total head change, approximately 2" of head was theoretically

needed to provide enough flow across the porous tubing boundary to ensure enough flow

for the sandbox in all regions (below and above water table) of flow. The anticipated

maximum flow needed was estimated by assuming full saturation of the sandbox (both

tension saturated and positive pressure saturated) and taking into account the exposed

area of tubing that would contribute to the flow field. Using Darcy's law, an estimate of

volumetric flux was made, which was found to be 22 ml/min. Actual flow during the

experiment was found to be on the order of 8-9 ml/min from the porous tubing fluid

supply system, with 4.5 ml/min of flow being supplied by the manifold system. The 10

cm of head left from deducting the theoretical head needed for the porous tubing flux

leads to a theoretical gradient of 10 cm/ 233.68 cm (233.68 cm is the total length of fine
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sand porous medium) for the fine porous medium. Using a saturated hydraulic

conductivity value of 0.28 cm/min (see Chapter 2 Ksat discussion) and a gradient of

0.043 cm/cm the Darcy velocity can be calculated. Taking into account a porosity of

0.36 (calculated from mass packing data in Section 2.2.1) , this leads to an estimated

velocity of 0.033 cm/min. It should therefore take about 5 days for fluid to progress

across the box under these conditions. Table 3.1 in section 3.2.3 contains these

calculations.

Contaminant Source input at
C. Flux 4.5 ml/min

Top of capillary fringe

C.H. Boundary
101 cm

C.H. Boundary
116 cm

Figure 3-2: Schematic of initial boundary conditions for experiment using synthetic
aquifer to simulate contaminant infiltration into the capillary fringe region
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The steady state flow system was created by raising the water table to the surface

of the synthetic aquifer and then lowering the constant head boundaries to the

configuration seen in Figure 3-2. As the water table was being lowered, a clean source of

water was applied at a constant flux of 4.5 ml/min from the ABS box at the surface.

After the system outflow stabilized, the contaminant solution reservoir was connected to

the constant flux boundary pump system and the contaminant solution was applied at the

ABS box source zone.

Once steady state conditions had been established, the contaminant solution was

introduced into the constant flux ABS source zone. The point source contaminant

solution was injected into the ABS box at a rate of 4.5 ml/min. As the plume progressed,

the KC1 acted as a conservative tracer and indicated the speed of the water migration into

the system from the ABS source zone. The Erioglaucine dye was significantly retarded.

While the KC1 plume front and the dye front moved at different speeds, the spatial

behavior of each was similar.

The initial contaminant transport from the point source was downward until the

plume encountered the upper region of the capillary fringe. Once the capillary fringe was

encountered, contaminant plume salt concentration was diluted by 1/2 and horizontal

transport became the primary means of plume movement. Almost all contaminant

transport in this experiment occurred horizontally within the capillary fringe, with slight

movement into the underlying positive pressure saturated aquifer as the plume progressed

across the synthetic aquifer.
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Figure 3-3 illustrates the initial water contents measured by the TDR system just

prior to the input of the contaminated fluid. The electrical conductivity of the KC1 affects

the readings of water content as described in chapter 2. Therefore, to prevent errors in

determination of solute concentration, the water content was assumed to be constant for

the duration of the experiment. This assumption enabled the concentration of KCI to be

calculated using the assumed water content in combination with the measured voltage

response of the TDR waveform, using the calibration curve illustrated in chapter 2.

0.00	 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00

Figure 3-3 - Volumetric water content for synthetic aquifer just prior to infiltration event of
contaminated water. Crosses mark instrument cluster locations, and labels represent the
measured % of volumetric water content. Contour interval is 2% volumetric water content
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3.2.3 Effect of Entrapped Gas on Transport Calculations

Figure 3-3 illustrates a complexity found during the experimental setup for the

synthetic aquifer experiment. The water content measured varies and decreases

noticeably from the right to the left of the figure. Despite best attempts to slowly wet up

the porous medium and minimize aeration of fluid input into the system, entrapped gas

prevented full saturation from occurring before the experiment was run. The entrapped

gas was visible when viewed from close proximity to the glass front of the synthetic

aquifer. In the region of higher volumetric water content readings on the right hand side

of Figure 3-3 there was no visible entrapped gas seen through the glass front of the

synthetic aquifer. As the fluid input system was operated, the entrapped gas was slowly

dissolved into the system and was being slowly removed as water moved from the right

to the left of Figure 3-3. The slow time scale at which this occurred did not allow for the

system to be completely purged before running the experiment. The solubilization of the

gas into the liquid is described in detail under section 2.4.3 TDR Water Content

Determination. A plot of the gas removal phenomena can be seen in Figure 2-24.

To achieve a more realistic calculation of travel times for the synthetic aquifer,

the entrapped gas was conceptually thought to represent void space occupied by solid

material, and not conceptually thought to represent gas in the system as a result of the air

entry pressure of the porous medium being exceeded. In normal vadose zone

environments, the presence of a gas phase (under pressure conditions that will allow air

to enter the system) will result in a lowering of the hydraulic conductivity due to

discontinuous liquid pathways being present in the porous medium. In the experimental
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setup, the air was present as a result of being entrapped by the raising and lowering of

the water table, and the fluid pathways are much more continuous than they would

normally in a 3 phase system. Therefore, to calculate expected fluid velocities and the

travel times water within the system, a calculation was made by simply using Darcy's law

with a lower porosity than is actually present in the experimental system. The porosity

used for the calculations was 0.28, the average of the measured water contents using the

TDR system. Table 3.1 contains the expected travel times for liquid across the synthetic

aquifer, using the values for change in head, distance, and Ksat discussed in the previous

section. The effect of the entrapped gas on fluid transport a higher velocity for the

system, holding every other variable constant. However, given that the available pore

space clearly will effect the value of K, these computations are, at best, simplified

versions. A measurement of the in situ K value for the entire system was not done during

the experiment.

Table 3.1: Transport Calculations

lime to Travel Across Fine Porous Maria

Initial setup- assured a theoretical 10an head difference

dh	 cl	 Ks	 Velocity	 lime

(-)	 (cm)	 (cm)	 (crrinin)	 (cm'rrin)	 (clays)

	0.36	 10.00	 233.68	 0.28	 0.03	 4.88

	

0.28	 10.00	 233.68	 0.28	 0.04	 3.79
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These calculations were crude estimates of the expected travel time of water in the

system. They assume that the flow is nearly horizontal in direction throughout the

system, and that the pressure heads would have been uniformly distributed throughout the

system. The value in these calculations was a crude estimate of the fastest possible time

that the contaminant plume could have moved through the system, given ideal conditions.

The next section clearly illustrates that these idealized uniform pressure distribution

conditions did not exist due to complexities in a 2-D flow field.

3.2.4 Pressure Distribution During Experiment

Tensiometers measured the matric potential of the system at each of the 30

instrument locations in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-4 illustrates the pressure distribution within

the synthetic aquifer as measured by the automated tensionmetry system. Variations in

results of the kriging of the data to produce a contour map led to misleading contours in

the upper portions of the contour map because of the sparse data set in a region of

considerable variability. The pressure transducers and the data gathering and processing

routines were not accurate enough to build a useful contour map near stations 1-4.

However, broad trends can be seen from the data gathered. The effect of the coarse pack

drain can be seen as a rapid decrease in water table elevation at the left hand side of

Figure 3-4. The majority of the flow system is slightly sloping in matric potential from

the right to the left of Figure 3-4. This indicates that for the majority of the system, near

horizontal flow regimes are expected, and the dye pattern seen through the glass should

reflect these conditions.
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The region where the pressure data is difficult to interpret is the upper right region

of the pressure diagram in Figure 3-4. Station 1 represents a station region at 14.5%

volumetric water content being subjected to infiltration from the ABS box into the

synthetic aquifer. The total head contours indicate a region of higher total head

attributable to the influx of water from the point source region.

Figure 3-4: Initial matric pressure configurations (cm of 1120). The red line contour at
the upper portion of the plot is the location of the capillary fringe boundary as determined
by kriging of the data. The heavy dotted line is interpreted position of the capillary
fringe. The deformation is considerable when compared to the lower blue contour that
represents the water table location. Horizontal lines indicated contours of matric
potential. Vertical contours represent total head in the system.
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This zone of higher total head can be seen in all of the contour pressure plots made

during the course of the experiment. The pressure transducer at Station 1, and to a lesser

extent the transducers at stations 3 and 4 are measuring in increase in total head from the

infiltrating water from ABS source zone. Station 2 and Station 21 are experiencing a

nearly identical pressure readings of about -52 cm H20 matric potential, and do not

appear to be measuring forces attributable to the primarily downward movement of water

from the ABS source zone. Station 5 was not included in any plots because the

measurements of recorded by the transducer where well outside any explainable level at

-90 cm H20 matric pressure. The matric potential contour through station 4 represents -

48 cm H20, indicating that the region in station 4 is experiencing some of the effects

from the source zone because of the lower matric potential at that location. Station 3

represents -50 cm H20 of matric potential. Stations 2,3,4, and 21 measurements are

therefore separated by only 4 cm H20. Looking at other locations within the contour

plot, especially when looking at station 9, there is variability within the accuracy of the

measurements at small increments (1-2 cm H20) of matric potential.

Focusing in on instrument clusters 1-4, and 21 a hypothetical capillary fringe

boundary was created based on the air entry pressure of 52.7 cm for the fine sand Brook-

Corey fit (see Figure 2-14). This capillary fringe boundary is approximate, but the

movement of the dye and salt, coupled with the water content readings near full

saturation at instrument clusters 2-4, and 21 tended to support the designation of the

capillary fringe boundary in the location seen in Figure 3-4. The TDR readings at

stations 5 and 21, seen in Figure 3-3, indicate that the capillary fringe is slightly below
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the instrument clusters because they are reading 22% volumetric water content. The next

lower row of TDR instruments in Figure 3-3 are at the saturation level experienced

throughout the rest of the lower TDR readings, around 27-28% volumetric water content.

This leads to a conclusion that there is about 6-8% of the pore space being occupied by

entrapped gas throughout most of the synthetic aquifer.. Therefore, the capillary fringe

occupies a region between the uppermost row of instrument clusters and the 2 nd row from

the top of the synthetic aquifer. Coupling the pressure readings with this interpretation of

TDR data led to the positioning of the capillary fringe upper boundary at the location in

Figure 3-4.

A large number of contour plots were made to illustrate the pressure changes that

occurred during the experiment. These plots were used to compose a PowerPoint

presentation that enables a viewer to monitor changes with time during the course of the

experiment The pressure slides were snapshots of the pressure in the synthetic aquifer

every 6 hours. A file that presents these in the form of a Powerpoint slide show,

PressureSlideShow.ppt, is available from the University of Arizona Hydrology

Departement on the Synthetic Aquifer Contaminant Infiltration Experiment CD-ROM.

During the experiment, the outlet lines occasionally became clogged with fine sediment

being removed from the system, despite attempts to remove all of the fine material during

soil preparation for packing. When the lines became clogged by suspended sediment

material, the pressure levels would slowly rise within the system and the outflow would

decrease. The precision of the transducers would clearly indicate that this process was

occurring and corrective measures could be taken to clear blockages. Additionally, when
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the flow from the ABS constant flux system became disrupted, the system was sensitive

enough to indicate there was a problem with flow from that region, and this could be

corrected easily as well.

3.2.5 Visual Data for Experiment

As the dye progressed across the system, an 8mm Camcorder was used to record

the position of the dye at different times. The tapings were taken to illustrate major

changes in plume configuration. Under conditions of vertical drainage into the system the

interval of taping was short because the water was moving under a unit gradient at a

relatively high velocity. As the plume entered the capillary fringe, the dye transport

across the synthetic aquifer was driven by a much lower gradient, resulting in a much

lower velocity than experienced under vertical drainage conditions. Therefore the

interval in tapings was much slower. Once the images of the plume were on tape, they

were processed using video capture software to select images with the highest clarity for

a particular moment. The time of filming was on each captured frame. After being video

captured, the still images were processed using Gryphon Morph. This program morphed

the still image intervals together to create the visual appearance of motion of the plume

front. The end result was a .mov file that can be viewed using QuickTime 3.0 software.

This file that presents these in the form of a Powerpoint slide show,

PressureSlideShow.ppt, is available from the University of Arizona Hydrology

Department on the Synthetic Aquifer Contaminant Infiltration Experiment CD-ROM
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The intervals between morph events between each of the still images were scaled to be

representative of the time between each video taping event. As a result of this scaling

process, the relative velocity of the plume migration is true. The speed at which the

plume progresses during initial infiltration, migration across the box, and the speed at

which the flushing event occur are all properly scaled and representative of the real

experiment event. The movie file is named Full.mov and is available from the University

of Arizona Hydrology Department on the Synthetic Aquifer Contaminant Infiltration

Experiment CD-ROM. A QuickTime 3.0 movie player is also on the CD, and can be

installed to view the movie in its entirety.

3.2.6 Experimental Data Expressed In Graph Form

The data gathered by the TDR system and the Pressure Transducers were plotted

on Excel spreadsheets during the first phase of data processing. Appendix A contains a

series of 60 plots representing the TDR water content interpretation, pressure levels, and

TDR KC1 measured concentrations. There are 2 graphs for each instrument cluster. One

graph pairs the pressure and water content data together. The other graph illustrates the

breakthrough curve for the KC1 portion of the contaminant plume. The general trend

seen in the plots for water content indicate a degassing of fluid on the inlet side of the

synthetic aquifer as the experiment progressed. The plots for Station 20 clearly

demonstrate this phenomena. The pressure graphs demonstrate that steady state

conditions were not ffilly maintained for the experiment. Problems with clogging at the

outlets and variations in the constant flux source at the ABS box lead to variations in flow
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conditions. Figure 3-5 and 3-6 are examples of data put into graphical form for the

duration of the experiment.

Figure 3-5 - Example plot of TDR and pressure transducer data found in Appendix A. The variation
in water content and pressure is due to variability in the flux from the ABS source zone and clogging
at the outlet of the synthetic aquifer. The rapid tailing after 12/26 is drainage of the synthetic aquifer
at the end of the experiment. For this station, the noise in the TDR signal decreased noticeably once

the KCI was no longer applied (compare plot to Figure 3.6 for timeline).
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Figure 3-6: Breakthrough curve for TDR measured KC1 tracer at Station 1. The solution
front is rises quickly near the source zone and there is little time for diffusional and
dispersional forces to act. The spike on 11/26 is the result of a power outage cutting off the
constant flux pump power supply, resulting in evaporation of the water from the
contaminant solution being applied. After the contaminant supply flux was restarted, the salt
quickly dissolved and significantly increased concentration levels in the solution.
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3.2.7 2-D KCI Concentration Plots

The KC1 measured concentrations were plotted and analyzed using a large number Surfer

contour plots. The full sequence of these slides can be seen in Appendix B. Figure 3-

6(b) is an example of a typical KC1 concentration plot.

KCI Concentrations at 11/23/98 6:00:00 AM
60.00 

50.00-

40.00-

30.00-

20.00-

10.00-

0.00 f
0.00	 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 50.00 saao 70.00 80.00 90.00

Figure 3-6(b): Typical Surfer plot of TDR measured KCI concentrations. The hatched areas
represent regions of the synthetic aquifer that do not have any instrumentation. The contour
levels represent KCI concentration in g/L. This slide shows the dominant components of the
contaminant plume orientation. Initially flow was vertically downward at Station 1, then the
plume turned and moved horizontally across the synthetic aquifer.
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3.3: Experimental Results

3.3.1- Comparison of TDR measurements and visual data

The contaminant plume, as indicated by visual dye inspection and TDR

measurements of KC1 tracer, clearly demonstrated that the capillary fringe in an aquifer is

capable of significant transport of dissolved contaminants with a fluid density similar to

water. A comparison of the video capture frames and the KC1 concentrations is

illustrated in Figure 3-7(V,C) through Figure 3-26(V,C). Both the video and the KC1

concentrations illustrate gravity controlled drainage from the ABS box source zone into

the synthetic aquifer. Once the upper boundary of the capillary fringe was encountered,

the horizontal advective flux of the synthetic aquifer below the unsaturated zone

controlled the plume migration. The horizontal migration of the plume continued within

the capillary fringe across the entire synthetic aquifer.

From examining Figures 3-7 through Figure 3-26 it can be seen that the dye was

retarded significantly compared to the KC1 tracer. The retardation of the plume is

calculated in a later section discussing the effects of KC1 on the retardation factor.

Within that section of the thesis is a discussion of the means by which various travel

times were calculated for the experimental results and the implications for further use of

Erioglaucine dye. Before that discussion takes place, the selection of breakthrough curves

for the KC1TDR measurements is carried out in section 3.3.2-3.3.3.

Figures 3-7 through 3-26 illustrate the effectiveness of having visual data used in

combination with TDR or other instrumentation point measurements of concentration.

The data plotted in Surfer alone would give an incomplete and inaccurate picture of the
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events during the experiment. The instrument data is useful for breakthrough curve

analysis and identifying broad trends in plume movement, but the visual data gleaned

from the dye pictures gives a more refined perspective on the true spatial extent of the

plume.
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Figure 3-7 (C,V)- Initial infiltration of dye and salt, 8 hrs after beginning of injection. KC1
plume has reached upper right 4 instrument clusters. Dye has reached the first cluster only.

Figure 3-8 (C,V)- The dye has progressed to only the upper right hand corner 4 stations,
and that theKCI plume has progressed to the middle of the synthetic aquifer. The dye is
turning upon encountering the upper boundary of the capillary fringe

KCI Concentrations at 11/23/98 10:46:00 PM
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Figure 3-9 (C,V)- First full scale comparison. The KCI plume has reached nearly every instrument

station in the middle of the synthetic aquifer. The dye plume has barely progressed in comparison
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Figure 3-10 (C,V)- KCI plume has nearly reached the gravel pack drain at the far left end
of the synthetic aquifer. Dye is now clearly moving inside the capillary fringe

KCI Concentrations at 11/27/98 1:13:00 PM

Figure 3-11 (C,V)- KCI plume has nearly reached full concentration at the exit. The dye
plume has only progressed 1/2 the distance across the synthetic aquifer.

KCI Concentrations at 11/28/98 12:29:00 PM
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Figure 3-12 (C,V)- KCI concentration levels have reached full levels (approx 1.5 g/L)
throughout the plume region. Dye plume continues to progress at a retarded rate.
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Figure 3-13 (C,V)- Introduction of clean water flush with no KCI or dye present.

KCI Concentrations at 12/2198 3:43:00 PM
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Figure 3-13 (C,V)- Dye and KCI flush have both reached the same stations at nearly the
same time.

KCI Concentrations at 12/3/98 1:24:00 AM

Figure 3-14 (C,V)- Continuing flush from source zone of KCI and dye. Both are moving at the same

rate. A dark band of dye is being accumulated at the flushing front.
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Figure 3-15 (C,V)- Clean front has nearly reached the 3 rd column of instruments from the
left edge of the plot and picture. Note the pronounced bench of salt and dye still present in
the lower sections of the synthetic aquifer. Also note the dark concentration banding at the
flushing front.

KCI Concentrations at 12/5198 6:46:00 PM

Figure 3-16 (C,V)- Dye and KCI flushing front have reached one of the instrument clusters
at the center of the synthetic aquifer at the same time

KCI Concentrations at 12/6/98 10:14:00 AM
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Figure 3-17 (C,V)- Further extension of flushing front with well defined dye concentrated flushing

front.
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Figure 3-18 (C,V)- Dye front of original plume has nearly reached the exit gravel pack.

KCI Concentrations at 12/9/98 12:15:00 AM
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Figure 3-19 (C,V)- Flushing zone well defined in the interior portions of the original dye
plume and the KCI plume.

KCI Concentrations at 12/10/98 2:36:00 AM
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Figure 3-20 (C,V)- Flushing region has nearly reached the exit gravel pack.
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Figure 3-21 (C,V)- Flushing front has moved across the entire synthetic aquifer. Note the
contentration bands of dye remaining, as well as residual amounts of salt within most of the
synthetic aquifer.

KCI Concentrations at 12/11/98 1:41:00 PM

Figure 3-22 (C,V)- Residual KCI still present in system

KCI Concentrations at 12/12/98 7:55:00 AM

Figure 3-23 (C,V)- Dye band still constant at the top, bottom band is slowly being flushed
across the bottom of the synthetic aquifer.
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Figure 3-24 (C,V)- lower dye band still migrating from right to left in video image. Also
note the nearly vertical position of the upper band at the gravel pack, indicating the flow
regime near the drain boudnary.

KCI Concentrations at 12/18/98 2:37:00 PM

Figure 3-25 (C,V)- Lower dye band is almost completely removed from the system, upper
band is slowly being removed by diffusive properties.

Figure 3-26 (C,V)- Final conditions of experiment. Only material left is residual upper dye band and

residual salt being flushed from the system. Bottles in foreground are being used to drain the

synthetic aquifer.
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3.3.2- Discussion of Major Portion of Breakthrough Curves for KCI tracer

The TDR measurements of the KC1 plume in the synthetic aquifer plotted as

breakthrough curves aided in the analysis of the visual and contour map data. The

breakthrough curves for Stations 1,3,5,7,9,22,25, and 29 were looked at in detail because

they accounted for the plume migration along the movement of the center of the plume

during the experiment. These breakthrough curves are graphed in Figure 3-27. Stations

1 and 3 account for the vertical migration during the initial infiltration of the contaminant

solution. The concentration levels are highest at Station 1 because the 3.0 g/L solution of

KC1 has not been diluted during the initial infiltration event. By the time the contaminant

solution encountered Station 3, it had been diluted in half to 1.5 g/L at the crest of the

breakthrough curve because the fluid pathway had crossed into the fully saturated

capillary fringe. However, KC1 concentration measured at Station 5 of 1.95 g/L at the

crest of the breakthrough curve indicates that the pathways along the uppermost portion

of the plume was still in the process of mixing with the underlying synthetic aquifer fluid.

Station 29 exhibits the reverse of this phenomenon. As the flow pathways are converging

at the drainage side of the synthetic aquifer, the concentration of KC1 measured rises for

the sample area of the TDR probe. At Station 29, the peak concentration for the major

portion of the crest of the breakthrough curve was about 1.8 g/L KC1. The increase in

measured concentration of KC1 at Station 29 due to the convergent flow is best illustrated

in Figure 3-28. There the chart is resealed to focus on the lower concentration

breakthrough curves of Stations 9,22,25, and 29.
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The general pattern seen in the breakthrough curves is that there was very little dispersion

or diffusion along the initial front of the KC1 pulse. The curves, seen in Figure 3-27 all

show a very steep initial front followed by a slightly elevating rise along the crest of the

curves. Since the TDR system was measuring an area sample, these readings indicated

that there was diffusion occurring into the dead end pores of the porous medium. The

trailing limb for all but Station 1 exhibit a slow release of the dissolve KC1 from the dead

end pores by diffusional processes. The slope of the release of KC1 from the dead end

pores is the inverse of the slope that is seen at the crest of the breakthrough curves. This

indicates that the initial release of KC1 from the dead end pores was occurring at a similar

rate as the diffusion into those pores. The long period of time necessary for the removal

of the salt from these dead end pores is due to experimental conditions where the salt

concentration in the connected pathways of the porous medium was maintained for nearly

2 weeks before the flushing event was started. The experiment ended before all

detectable amounts of KC1 were removed from the system
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Contaminant Solution Solute History
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Figure 3-27 - KCI concentration as measured by TDR at pathways along the
center of the plume longitudinal axis.
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Contaminant Plume Horizontal Axis Breakthrough Curves

Figure 3-28 - Breakthrough curves for TDR measured KCI along the 2" d row of
instrument clusters. Key features are the attenuation of the concentration spike, long
tailing due to diffusion of KCI out of dead end pore spaces. The gap in data in this

figure and the previous one near 12 125 was due to a file error on the data logger. The
sharp drop on the right hand side occurs after drainage of the synthetic aquifer had

already begun.
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3.3.3 Analysis of Concentration Spike of KCI Breakthrough Curves

A power outage was experienced on the morning of 11/26. The outage introduced

a significant spike in concentration of KC1 measured throughout the experiment. The

spike was useful because it served as a marker used to interpret the travel time of water

across the synthetic aquifer from the ABS box source zone. The maximum peak and the

time it occurred at each station were selected from the dataset and plotted on a contour

map. The map, seen in Figure 3-29, indicates that the estimation of a travel time of 5

days for flow across the entire synthetic aquifer was slightly faster than actual conditions.

The map was created by setting the detection of the spike in concentration to time 0 at

Station 1 and then scaling the detection times of the spike at each station based on this. A

comparison between the travel times of the KC1 spike and the travel times of the

Erioglaucine dye seen in Figures 3-7 through 3-26 illustrate the retardation of the dye.

The KC1 moved from Station 1 through the exit zone on the left side of the synthetic

aquifer in 6.5 - 7 days. In the same amount of time, the dye had only moved about

halfway across the synthetic aquifer.
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Travel Time of KCI Concentration Spike Event

Figure 3-29 - Travel time in days of KCI concentration spike in the synthetic aquifer. The
travel time map closely resembles the dye plume shape seen in Figures 3-7(V)- 3-26(V).
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A variety of factors control retardation of organic molecules, including; soil

organic content, sorption sites on mineral grains, or changes in solubility due to the

presence of organic or inorganic chemicals in solution. The porous medium used for the

synthetic aquifer contained very little organic content after preparation for packing. The

sand is primarily silica sand with minor parts of feldspar (estimated at less than 1%). The

primary mechanism for the retardation of the dye was hypothesized to be a salting out

effect of the organic dye from the high salt concentration contaminant plume. With such

high concentrations of salt being present, the solubility of the dye was significantly

reduced, causing it being retarded during the course of the experiment. The effect was

reversed when the flushing portion of the experiment was run. In Figures 3-7 through 3-

26 the retreating dye front can be seen moving at a much higher rate than the advancing

dye front. This was caused by the low salt concentration water flushing the system and

quickly solubilizing the dye into solution.

To determine the retardation factor for the dye in the presence of the KC1,

the KC1 was assumed to be a conservative tracer indicating the velocity of the water

moving through the system. The concentration spike was of such a short duration that

potential distortion of the breakthrough curve for the spike due to longitudinal dispersion

while traveling through the synthetic aquifer was minimized. This made analysis of

travel times of the pore water simple to conduct by using the maximum value of KC1

concentration recorded at each station as a reference point by which to compare station

measurements to each other. Figure 3-29 is a contour plot of the time at which the

maximum spike level passed each TDR sensor.
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Two zones of the synthetic aquifer lend themselves to comparison between visual

and TDR data using simple calculations. These are regions were the flow was primarily

1-D between 2 stations with measurement data, in either the horizontal or vertical

direction. The two pairs of stations selected for analysis were Stations 1 and 3; and

Stations 22 and 25.

The travel rate of the Erioglaucine dye was calculated using the distance between

stations and the time it took to travel that distance based on interpretation from the

morphed video file. Stations 1 and 3 were most suitable for determining the retardation

rate of the dye in the presence of salt during the infiltration event because the resolution

of the captured video data at those points was higher than other regions of the synthetic

aquifer. The flow between station 1 and station 3 was purely vertical. The video capture

data for stations 1 and 3 did not have enough temporal or optical resolution to calculate

the retardation factor for the dye in that region during the flushing event. Therefore,

stations 22 and 25 were selected as an appropriate location to measure the change in

retardation of the dye in the absence of a salt solution because the flow there was

primarily horizontal and the video data was deemed reliable enough to make an accurate

determination of the retardation rate during the flushing event. Table 3.2 contains the

two different retardation rates for the dye
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Table 3.2
Dye Retardation Calculations

1-D Infiltration between Station 1 and Station 3

Visual Data- Morph Movie	 KCI Peak Time Date- Figure 3.29
Video Time Film Speed Real Time Time Between Station 1 and 3
(seconds) (day/vid sec) 	 (days)	 (days)

6.15	 0.09	 0.58	 0.20

Retardation Factor = Visual Data for Dye/KCI spike Peak Data

Retardation factor @ 2.5 g/L KCI = 2.90

Retardation Rate During Flushing Event between Stations 22 and 25

Measured KCI travel time = 1.44 days
Visual Dye travel time	 = 1.94 days

Retardation factor @ 0.4 g/L KCL = 1.35
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The retardation calculations indicate that the reduction in dye solubility in the presence of

the KC1 salt solution slowed dye progression by a factor of nearly 3. Using the -travel

times from Figure 3-29, it is apparent that the dye would have needed at least 21 days to

fully penetrate across all the instrument clusters. Since the general shape of the

contaminant plume was readily apparent from visual evidence and the KC1 data had

indicated that the salt had fully penetrated the length of the synthetic aquifer, the flushing

portion of the experiment was begun 7 days after the introduction of the contaminant

solution to the system. Once the clean water source was introduced, the dye and salt

moved at nearly the same speed across the synthetic aquifer. A dark band of

concentrated dye solution was visible as the clean water quickly flushed the majority of

dye from the system along the clean water infiltration front. This band progressed across

the entire aquifer over a period of seven days. The progression of the dye front matches

the retardation calculations when compared to the time it took the KC1plume to progress

as seen in Figure 3-29.
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3.3.4 Plume Conceptual Model and Experimental Results

The conceptual model proposed in the beginning of the chapter illustrated a plume

of dissolved material infiltrating from a point source and entering the capillary fringe.

Transport within the capillary fringe will occur when the density of the plume is not high

enough to sink further. The experiment clearly demonstrated the progression of a plume

from a continuous point source into the capillary fringe, where it quickly turned and

moved horizontally above the water table through the synthetic aquifer. The presence of

entrapped gas, which reduced the effective porosity by 7% (from 0.36 to 0.29), had no

effect on the refraction of the point source plume. The plume migrated vertically in the

region above the capillary fringe, and then immediately began to move horizontally

within the capillary fringe.

Once the flushing event was begun, the clean water flush quickly removed

contaminants from the central regions of the plume. The outer regions of the plume were

more slowly removed from the system, resulting in a 2 part remnant plume, with

contamination still present at the upper and lower bounds of the plume. As time

progressed, the lower portions of the plume were removed at a faster rate than the upper

regions of the plume because the upper region of the plume was located at the air water

interface, whereas the lower portion of the plume was in a region that was tension

saturated region. The resulting movement of the plume in the horizontal direction was

non-uniform for the flushing event, even though the source area for both the contaminant

and the flush were the same. As a result of this, the conceptual model illustration for

Figure 3-1(c) is slightly inaccurate in illustrating that the contaminant plume remnants are
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a mirror image of each other after the flushing event has removed the majority of

contaminants from the system.

The implications of the experiment for contaminant plume delineation are that

when a contaminant is suspected of having infiltrated an aquifer from a point above the

water table, a complete water quality survey must include samples from the tension

saturated region of the system. If the contaminant is not volatile its presence may not be

detected by gas phase monitoring within the unsaturated region. If the contaminant is

near the density of water, then it will not sink appreciably into the underlying positive

pressure saturated region.

Additionally, the presence of two discontinuous plumes, varying in both areal and

depth location does not mean that there was necessarily two separate infiltration events.

A single event may be responsible for both areas of contamination. The implication for

plume delineation is that if a contaminant is found in the upper region of the capillary

fringe, then it is possible that a completely separate plume may be found downgradient

from that location either within the capillary fringe or below the water table if the density

of the fluid is high enough.
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Chapter 4 Summary and Conclusions

4.1: Summary of Experiment

A synthetic aquifer was designed to simulate 2-D contaminant transport in the

vadose zone. The synthetic aquifer was supported by a narrow width steel frame eight

feet long and five feet high with a steel plate on the back and a clear glass plate in the

front. Instrumentation to monitor contaminant transport included automated

tensionmetry using pressure transducers, a multiplexed TDR system, and a video capture

system to record images through the glass plate. The synthetic aquifer was filled with a

fine sand of narrow pore size distribution. The small pore size of the material created a

sizeable (52 cm) capillary fringe thickness that would allow an experiment to be run to

illustrate contaminant transport through the capillary fringe. Homogeneity of the system

was ensured by using careful systematic packing techniques that thoroughly mixed and

compacted individual lifts of material into a uniform material.

To ensure that realistic transport conditions were occurring, a fluid delivery

system had to be devised to deliver water to the tension saturated regions of the synthetic

aquifer. This was done using porous steel tubing that would transmit water from a

constant head source into the system as a result of matric suction on the porous tubing.

To enable drainage of the system a coarse sand pack was installed at the exit side of the

system. Flow conditions were maintained with constant head sources at either end of the

synthetic aquifer. A plume of contaminated water was introduced from a simulated point
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source at the top of the sand pack using a system of nozzles that formed a row across

narrow width of the sandpack at the top of the synthetic aquifer.

Instrumentation was developed to enable the system to be monitored using

automated techniques. Eric Henry developed and built the tensionmetry system and

wrote the computer code to log the data. A single TDR unit was used to monitor water

content and salt concentrations within the system. A 3-D calibration curve was created

using sample cells at various water contents and salt concentrations. The entire dataset

from the transducers and TDR system were placed into a single Microsoft Access

database for data manipulation. Automated output routines using Visual Basic were

created to create X-Y plots data, as well as kriged contour plots of the experimental

results in conjunction with Surfer routines. The database system also contains a front end

graphical interface to enable a user to quickly scan through plots of the data to find

regions of interest within the dataset.

The experiment was begun on November 20th, 1998 with the introduction of a

contaminant solution from a point source near the inlet side of the synthetic aquifer. The

experiment was terminated on December 25 th, 1998.
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4.2: Conclusions

The experiment using the synthetic aquifer successfully demonstrated that

contaminant transport within the capillary fringe can be a significant means of quickly

transporting contaminants horizontally in an aquifer system. The presence of entrapped

gas, occupying about 8% of the total porosity, did not create a stagnant zone that

prohibited horizontal migration of the plume within the capillary fringe. There was no

detectable change in plume shape, either in the visual data or in the TDR measured

conductivity data that would indicate that the upper regions of the capillary fringe

possessed any signficantly different magnitude of hydraulic conductivity than the lower

regions. The results of the experiment clearly indicate that contemporary conceptual

models of the capillary fringe that ignore the viability of processes that conduct

contaminant plumes in the horizontal direction need to be re-evaluated and further study

is required to assess the validity of using gas entrapment mechanisms as a rationale for

restricting this process. The immediate practical result of the experiment is that water

quality practitioners should take into account the possibility that signficant amounts of

contamination may be transported above the water table.

Conventional gas phase monitoring of the vadose zone and conventional water

sampling techniques using wells can potentially fail to indicate the presence of a

contaminant plume within the capillary fringe region. The experimental results also

indicate that the presence of two separate plumes does not necessarily mean that two

discrete release events have occurred in the system.
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To ensure accurate delineation of a contaminant plume that has been found within

the vadose zone, field sampling design must include a means of sampling from the

tension saturated region of the aquifer when the density of the plume is near the density

of water.
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Appendix A

Excel Plots of Pore Water History
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Appendix B

Surfer Plots of KC1 Concentration Data
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